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Welcome to the premiere issue of The Cowboy
Chronicle Quarterly, The Single Action Shoot-

ing Society’s reentry into the print media. We’ve cho-
sen to rename this publication slightly. This gives all
members a unique first issue collectors’ item as well
as facilitates an easy way to keep our printed issues
distinct from our digital issues. To recap our plan
moving forward, The Cowboy Chronicle Quarterly,
will be printed four times a year—in January, April,
July, and October—and will feature reports on the
largest SASS® sanctioned events: END of TRAIL,
The SASS Convention, Winter Range, as well as se-
lect Divisional and Regional matches, in addition to
articles on history, guns and gear, costuming, poli-
tics, and other features of interest. 

The Cowboy Chronicle will continue to be pub-
lished digitally eight times a year, in February, March,
May, June, August, September, November, and De-
cember. It will feature reports on SASS sanctioned an-
nual and monthly matches, along with features on
history, guns and gear, costuming, politics, SASS per-
sonalities, book and movie reviews, comic book
reprints, serialized novels, and much more. Between
the two periodicals, I’m sure every SASS member will
find a bounty of entertaining material every month.

As a special treat for our readers, Colonel Dan
has revived his popular political column for this issue
and has agreed to write for each issue of The Cowboy
Chronicle Quarterly. Many expressed their sadness
when Colonel Dan chose to hang up his spurs last
year, so I’m sure everyone will join me in a hearty
welcome back to him now.

To kick off The Cowboy Chronicle Quarterly,
we’ve chosen this issue to highlight END of TRAIL
2015, arguably the ultimate Cowboy Action Shoot-
ing™ event. In the pages to follow, you’ll find a
comprehensive match report by Captain George Bay-
lor, an analysis of the various EoT costume contests
by Cat Ballou, a treatment of the final Daggers &
Derringers Soiled Doves and Parlor House Madams
costume contest by Texas Jack Daniels, and a special

photographic treatise on EoT and other events by Artie
Fly and Sexie Sadie. As a matter of fact, so much must
read material on EoT was submitted to me that I was
obliged to bump some of the other articles I had in-
tended to include in order to make room for every-
thing. So I must offer my sincere apologies those who
were bumped—Big Dave, Colonel Richard Dodge,
Capgun Kid, and others. Unfortunately, a printed pub-
lication, unlike digital, has a set and unforgiving page
count and when you’ve reached your allotted number
of pages, you must make hard decisions on what to
leave out. Rest assured that everything submitted to me
will be used in future issues.

And with that, I’ll sign off for this issue (I have to
cut my own material, too). Enjoy, everyone!

—Skinny
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town, with permanent buildings
brightly painted and maintained, not
like a ghost town, but like it would
be in Dodge City or Abilene, Kansas
in the 1870s. Boomtown tents hous-
ing rows of vendors augment the
buildings. Just inside the gate is a
booth where a friendly waddie greets
you like a long lost relative and helps
you get where you need to be.

This year more than 600 partici-
pants went through that gate. All
participants, whether contestant,
vendor, or waddie, worked hard to
get there. They were there because
it’s the original Cowboy Action
Shooting™ match, the high point of
the season, the World Championship
of Cowboy Action Shooting™. It is
well named. It is the end of the trail.
This was the 34th Annual END of
TRAIL. The event is older than the
combined ages of the Overall Man
and Lady champions. The history of
SASS and Cowboy Action Shoot-
ing™ is summed up there. I met
shooters with badge numbers in the
110,000 range. At the other end of
the spectrum, SASS #1, Judge Roy
Bean, SASS #4, Tex, and SASS #7,
Hipshot were there. SASS® history
was there. You know it as you walk
through the town. If it’s your first
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But, the real time warp is just off
old Route 66 east of Albuquerque.
It’s at Founders Ranch. There is a
gate at the entrance to the ranch, the
gate to the past. Whenever you drive
through the gate and see the sign,
“END of TRAIL, Welcome Mem-
bers and Invited Guests,” you begin
the trip back through time. It has to
be the present, because you’re in a
modern motor vehicle. But down at
the bottom of the hill is an Old West

Founders Ranch, New Mex-
ico, June 18–28, 2015. To get
to Founders Ranch you prob-

ably will drive on old Route 66 for a
few miles. People often drive Route
66 out of nostalgia for a simpler
time, perhaps searching for their
youth. There are parts of it that seem
to be in a time warp. Whenever you
encounter a red and white ’58
Corvette or a column of Model A’s
you do a double take and wonder. (Continued on next page)

By Captain George Baylor, SASS #24287 Life Regulator
Photos by Black Jack McGinnis, SASS #2041

and Mr. Quigley Photography

qqEND OF TRAIL

2015

The makers of QMaxx, an amazing new gun cleaning product, set up 
a booth and cleaned guns for any and all during END of TRAIL. 

And, that included blackpowder guns! In the end, they selected recipients 
for the dirtiest guns award—Tex, Pepperbox, and Hipshot!

Captain George Baylor, 
SASS Life / Rugulator #24287

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xQQbzeo9QjI
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END of TRAIL you recognize the
Belle Union, the Gem Saloon, the
SASS Mercantile, and other build-
ings from The Cowboy Chronicle. If
it’s your tenth, as it was mine, you
have a lot of memories there. And,
you haven’t even gotten to the
shooting ranges.

Eleven Days
This year’s END of TRAIL, if

you went to everything, was 11 days
long from June 18 to June 28. You
could shoot as many as 10 days.
That’s a lot of empty brass and hulls!

Shotguns
The Founders Ranch Shotgun

Sports Club up on the hill hosted a
bunch of shotgun side matches, 5-
Stand Wild Bunch Team Clays, Wild
Bunch Clays, 5-Stand Cowboys
Team Clays, and Cowboy Clays.

Wild Bunch Action Shooting
Down on the main range four

days were dedicated to Wild Bunch,

Wild Bunch side matches were
run in the afternoons after the main
match: Speed 1911, Rifle, and Speed
Shotgun, along with Wobble Trap
two-man Team, and Bolt-Action
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END of TRAIL 2015 . . .
(Continued from previous page)

with a four-stage warm-up match
and three days of Wild Bunch shoot-
ing, four stages a day. There was
one flight per day, so the safety
meeting was at 8:00 a.m. and shoot-
ing started at 8:30. (Continued on page 8)

The Opening Ceremonies Flag Ceremony has become a tradition at 
END of TRAIL. While the ceremony has taken many forms, matches in Europe 

where competitors from many different countries are typically honored 
during their major matches inspired it.

Many have complained in the past—END of TRAIL is too hot, too dusty, and too windy! 
It’s an outdoor sport set in the Old West… get over it! However, this year New Mexico had plenty of spring rain. 

The Ranch was still very green in June, and the weather was mild. Shooting conditions were as ideal as they can be 
in New Mexico. SASS (almost) guarantees the weather will be the same next year… plan to attend!
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to fight our way out of town.”
Guns could be shot in any

order. 
Shotgun: Engage the six shot-

gun targets in any order. 
Rifle: Engage the swinger tar-

get and the far rifle targets at least
three times each for ten rounds. 

Pistol: Engage the nine closest
stationary pistol targets and the
swinger three times each in any
order, swinger may be released at
any time, but MUST be released
JUST prior to shooting rifle or pistol.

There were a lot of options in
that, meaning a lot of planning to
avoid a procedural penalty. The
rifle was fairly simple, triple tap
two, quadruple tap one. The shot-

Wild Bunch Action Shooting
Stages:

For an example, we will use
Stage 3:

It used 30 pistol, 10 rifle,
and 6 shotgun. (See diagram 1.)
The starting line was, fittingly,
from The Wild Bunch. “Someone
tipped off the law... now we have

Military Rifle Side match, and a four
person Team match.

Wild Bunch Action Shooting has
evolved considerably since its birth in
2008. The rules have evolved, and
matches have evolved. Hence I attended
the Wild Bunch RO Course taught by
Legendary Lawman and Serenity for a
refresher. If you shoot Wild Bunch and
haven’t taken the RO class recently, it’s
a good idea to take one.

Wild Bunch stages are meant to be
more difficult than Cowboy Action
stages. Pistol targets are generally far-
ther away, and the rifle targets are also
utilized as pistol targets. Some fairly
small targets are used as well. The dif-
ficulty level seems to have peaked and
perhaps leveled off, at least at Winter
Range and END of TRAIL. Still, white
buffalos (for clean matches) are rare.
This year, a grand total of one was
given out, to Viper. That is a rare ac-
complishment!

The Memorial Chapel continues to see double duty during END of TRAIL 
as a meeting hall and church. The Wild Bunch has made the commitment 
to finish what the Chapel Committee so ably got started… the interior 

will finally be completed by END of TRAIL 2016! The Chapel is in place 
because of the efforts of the Chapel Committee—Thank You!

Diagram 1—
Wild Bunch Stage 3.

A Gunslinger Entertainment Group from Albuquerque performed in the 
END of TRAIL town streets this year to the delight of the visiting public. 

It’s hoped they had as much fun performing as the rest of us did watching!

(Continued on next page)
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315 pistol rounds. The stages used
all of the main match bays. Texas
Jack Morales was match director
and is very experienced. It showed.
The stages flowed. Some were
“stand and deliver,” but several had
a lot of movement. They were ex-
citing and challenging.

The first Saturday night featured
a special dinner for Wild Bunch
shooters, the ever-popular green chili
cheeseburgers. (It’s a New Mexico
thing. In New Mexico restaurants the
waiter asks if you want green or red
chili on your ice cream sundae!)

Cowboy Action warm-ups
started Monday morning. There
were three waves Monday and
Tuesday. Warm up stages were de-
liberately different from main
match stages. An Action RO-I
course was held Tuesday, and an
RO-II course on Wednesday.

gun was simple. But the pistol was-
n’t. The most rounds with which a
pistol can be loaded are five. Get-
ting out of order is pretty easy with
10 targets. Some shot a row of five
with three on target one, two on
target two, mag change, one on tar-
get two, three on target three, one
on target four, mag change, two on
target four, three on target five. Re-
peat with the other row of five. An-
other solution was triple tap a rear
target, double tap a front target,
change mags, repeat until all tar-
gets have been engaged. Then
sweep the front row.

Thirty pistol rounds per stage
(six magazines and, more impor-
tantly, five magazine changes) has
become the norm for Wild Bunch
Action Shooting. This match used (Continued on page 10)

A Gunslinger Entertainment Group from Albuquerque performed in the 
END of TRAIL town streets this year to the delight of the visiting public. 

It’s hoped they had as much fun performing as the rest of us did watching! Cowboy Clays is becoming more 
and more popular at END of TRAIL.
The side matches consist of a 50-bird
Sporting Clays experience as well as a

three-person 5-Stand team event. 
This event hosts blackpowder as well

as smokeless teams… and has 
become VERY competitive! Trophies
were sponsored by Goatneck Slim.

http://www.iacimports.com
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be determined by random draw for
each team. The shooting will be fun,
and the awards will be fun. You
won’t want to miss this one!”

I was tied up with the Plainsman
side match, so I missed it, but I
noted it involved a bridge loosely
suspended with chains. Hmm.

Plainsman Mini-Match
Plainsman is growing. We had

two posses, twenty-two shooters.
We had three Aussies: Charlie Hart,
Aussie Drover, and Mulga Bill.
Aussie Drover and Mulga Bill had
asked me for assistance getting
handguns, rifles, ammunition, and
powder. With help from Tex and
Gawdawful, we had Ruger Old
Armies and Buffalo Classic rifles,
ammunition, balls, and powder for
them. Anyone coming that far to
shoot should be able to shoot. We
had 13 Modern and 9 Traditional
Plainsmen. We also had a ladies cat-
egory, with Kiamichi Queen and
Shot Z Lady shooting. Plainsman
was sponsored by SliX-Shot Nip-
ples, appropriately enough.

You could do Side Matches over
until you ran out of cash! Side

origins of the game we all love to
play. This fun and exciting side
match requires teams of five: two
rifle shooters, two revolver shooters,
and one ammo bearer. All five team-
mates should have rifle, revolvers,
and 40 rounds of ammunition each.
The determination of rifle/handgun
shooters and the ammo bearer will

Side Matches
Side matches on Wednesday in-

cluded a new one, Founders of Fun:
“Presented by the Wild Bunch. Join
the Founders of Cowboy Action
Shooting™ themselves for this fun
side match that pays homage to the

(Continued on next page)

Overall Wild Bunch Champions—
Last Chance Morales and 

Idaho Sixgun Sam. 
Congratulations!

As Baylor recounts in this article, 
the race to the top was both 
exciting and hard fought. 

The Overall World Champions for
2015 are Matt Black, SASS #54580,
and SASS Kicker, SASS #91899.

Congratulations and 
great shooting!

Top Gun Shoot-off Winners—
Prestidigitator, SASS #52251, 

and SASS Kicker, SASS #91899. 
Outstanding!

For many of the old timers, it’s the side matches at the early END of TRAILs 
that harbor the fondest memories. Groups would form teams for the express 

purpose of defeating the Wild Bunch in head to head competition! 
The Wild Bunch ALWAYS won… until Tex joined the group… 
and then the Wild Bunch never won again! The wobbly bridge 

was just one of the many fun team-shooting props.
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but most shooters would go away
with a green extra-large shirt or a
box of .38 Long Colt ammunition or
equivalent. Instead, this year, like
last year, each shooter was given
one ticket in the shooters packet.
Vendors and sponsors provided a

Opening Ceremonies 
and END of TRAIL
Kick Off Reception

The Opening Ceremonies are al-
ways emotional and inspiring, be-
ginning with a parade of flags of the
nations competing, the Star Span-
gled Banner, and an invocation. Vet-
erans are recognized, and I always
note that a big portion of the audi-
ence is comprised of veterans. This
year’s class of Regulators received
their badges. Regulator badges, by
the way, can’t be bought. They have
to be earned. Regulators are people
who make the sets, run the matches,
pick up the trash, and otherwise keep
SASS clubs and SASS going.

The reception included food and
drink and a special tribute to General
U.S. Grant, SASS #2, who passed
away shortly after last year’s END
of TRAIL. The tribute included
drinks for toasting the General.

Shooter Prize Drawing
Traditionally END of TRAIL

has obtained a large number of
prizes from sponsors and vendors so
“everyone” could win a prize. Some
prizes would be guns or gun leather,

matches included World’s Fastest
Cowboy, sponsored by Long Hunter,
which was a course of 24 knock-
downs using main match guns;
Texas Surrender, which, fittingly
enough, started from Texas Surren-
der position (hands on guns—Tex-
ans don’t surrender), engaging a
Texas Star with one revolver and
four knockdowns with the shotgun.
Both events allowed multiple tries at
$3 per try or two for $5.

Pocket Pistol and Derringer
Bond Arms sponsored Pocket

Pistol and Derringer. The Pocket
Pistol match required five rounds.
The Derringer match, as usual,
proved to be the quickest side match.
Cowboy winner, Colorado Jackson,
won with a time of 0.61, and cowgirl
Hey You shot it in 1.07.

Speed Matches
Speed Pistol, sponsored by

Black Hills Ammunition, was di-
vided into Duelist, Gunfighter, and
Two-Handed. Speed Shotgun had
separate awards for hammerless
doubles, hammer doubles, ‘87s and
‘97s. Speed Rifle required a pistol-
caliber main match rifle and nine
rounds of ammunition. SASS Kicker
managed nine hits in 3.46, and Pres-
tidigitator did 2.11.

There were Rimfire matches for
rimfire rifles and revolvers. All of
these side matches allowed multiple
runs at no charge.

Long Range
Long Range was well represented

with Single Shot Rifle Black Powder,
Single Shot Rifle Smokeless, Buffalo
Rifle, Lever Action Rifle—Rifle Cal-
iber, and Lever Action Rifle—Pistol
Caliber. Three minutes were allowed
for ten rounds for lever actions and
five minutes for single shot rifles. All
were scored on group size. Cimarron Arms sponsored the latest END of TRAIL stage prop—

the Jersey Lilly. It’s a wonderful addition to the 
Range shooting facades. Thank You!

(Continued on page 12)

Ever the salesman! 
At just the right moment, the Judge

made an off-the-cuff pitch for 
everyone to “dig deep” for the 
Scholarship Fund. His and 

Justice Lily Kate’s efforts to keep 
the Scholarship Foundation funded
have allowed SASS to provide more

than $600,000 in scholarships 
over the past several years. 

Good Job!
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It’s hard to tell them apart. The Jer-
sey Lilly has a professionally in-
stalled cedar roof. You just don’t see
that on too many shooting stage sets.

Each stage featured quotes from
famous and infamous legends of the
Old West. They were all similar in
difficulty. All could be shot clean,
and 100 out of 554 did. Match Di-
rectors Lassiter and T. A. Chance did
a super job of making up 12 great
stages. Most SASS matches have
mostly left-to-right stages. The load-
ing table is on the left, and the un-
loading table is on the right, and
most shooters are right handed, so
it’s easy for the Match Director.
These stages were all ambidextrous.

shooting buildings have popped up
on four bays in the last three years,
built to a high standard of quality
and durability: Taylor’s Gun Shop,
Long Hunter Saloon, Hot Tamale’s
Cantina, and a new one this year.
Three of the four are saloons or can-
tinas. With the Belle Union, the
Happy Jack, and the Gem Saloon in
town, END of TRAIL is really look-
ing the part of an Old West town.
Add a bank for robbing and a parlor
house, and we’re there. The latest,
finished just in time, was the Jersey
Lily based on Judge Roy Bean’s
place in Langtry, Texas. On one wall
inside there are two framed photos,
one of history’s Judge Roy Bean,
and one of SASS’ Judge Roy Bean.

smaller number of prizes in total,
but of high quality, such as a Dillon
550 or a revolver. The prize pack-
ages were put on display in the
Belle Union Saloon with a marked
container for each package. Con-
testants put their tickets in the con-
tainer of choice. Then a random
drawing was done for each package,
and the winning tickets were posted
Friday morning.  This has proven to
be very popular.

Main Match
Founders Ranch has individual

bays so each stage has its own bay.
This has its advantages. Most of the
bays have a shade area—a roof on a
wood frame—that becomes rain
protection when it rains. Permanent (Continued on page 14)

Wild Bunch and Plainsman mini-matches were held prior to the END of TRAIL main match. 
Wild Bunch is continuing to grow under the careful direction of the Wild Bunch Committee, lead by Happy Jack, 

and Plainsman is experiencing a rebirth with the introduction of Modern and Traditional categories… 
and even accommodations for Ladies’ categories (trophies sponsored by Slix-Shot Nipples). 

If you haven’t experienced these two disciplines, you should!

END of TRAIL 2015 . . .
(Continued from page 11)
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(Continued from page 12)

it at the time”—Wyatt Earp, lawman
1848-1929.

Simple, no “P” traps, and it was
easily understood without having to
watch ten shooters to figure how to do
it. Note there were no “foot faults.” If
you could pick up the shotgun, then
your feet were close enough. As Jim
Cirillo (famous 20th Century NYPD
gunfighter) used to say, “There are no

position 1 or 3. Rifle is staged on
shelf in barn. Handguns holstered:

STARTING POSITION: Stand-
ing at the shelf in the barn, hand(s)
touching fully holstered revolver(s).
When ready say, “I have no regrets.”

PROCEDURE: At the buzzer
using handguns as needed, engage
each knockdown target once and
each stationary target twice each in
any order. With the rifle engage the
targets using the same instructions.
With the shotgun, engage the targets
in front of you in any order.

Any revolver or rifle knockdown
left standing may be made up with
the shotgun at the shotgun makeup
plate after the shotgun targets are
down. (Unfired revolver or rifle
rounds cannot be made up.)

Famous Quote: “For my han-
dling of the situation at Tombstone,
I have no regrets. Were it to be done
again, I would do it exactly as I did

Eleven of them were symmetrically
ambidextrous, meaning the targets
were arranged to be equal in both di-
rections. For an example, we’ll use:

Stage 1—It used 10 revolver, 10
rifle, 4+ shotgun. (See diagram 2.)

STAGING: Shotgun is staged at

(Continued on next page)

MAIN MATCh
Winners

49’er Colt Faro
SASS #54579 TX

Cowgirl SASS Kicker
SASS #91899 AZ

SS Duelist Smokin Iron
SASS #22149 OH

Buckarette Lily Bleu
SASS #74957 LA

Buckaroo Carson R. Hickock
SASS #93610 OK

B-Western Slick McClade
SASS #69490 LA

C. Baron Bloody Bill Anderson
SASS #61673 CA

C. Baroness Lawless Lori Sue
SASS #80851 NM

Classic CB T-Bone Dooley
SASS #36388 TX

Classic CG Serenity
SASS #64962 CAN

Cowboy Deuce Stevens
SASS #55996 MI

Duelist Pecos Nick
SASS #94945 NV

Senior Frederick Jackson
Turner
SASS #28271 CA

E. Statesman Ruff Cobb
SASS #7548 CO

S. Duelist Fast Hammer
SASS #60707 NM

S. Gunfighter Lassiter
SASS #2080 OH

Fr. Cartridge Preacher Kid
SASS #92048 TX

FC Duelist Lefty Eastman
SASS #20645 CA

F Gunfighter Boaz
SASS #88829 OH

Frontiersman Four Bucks
SASS #36386 ID

Silver Senior Ol Short Tom
SASS #12635 IN

Wrangler Lead Ringer
SASS #87957 KY

Gran Patron Ed Sieker
Texas Ranger

SASS #15960 LA
Grand Dame Ms. Jewel

SASS #62556 NC

Gunfighter Bobcat Tyler
SASS #10767 NV

Junior Boy Matt Black
SASS #54580 TX

Junior Girl Morguns Ann
Ammo

SASS #92217 CA
Lady BW Panhandle Cowgirl

SASS #77924 TX
Lady FC Honey B. Quick

SASS #47009 OH
Lady FC Kiamichi Queen
Duel SASS #26033 OK

L. Gunfighter Clementine 
Valentine
SASS #66179 OH

Lady Senior Half-A-Hand
Henri

SASS #9727 NM
L. S. Senior Two Sons

SASS #12636 IN
L. Wrangler Kathouse Kelli

SASS #72384 OK

Diagram 2—Cowboy Stage 1.

Artie Fly and Sexie Sadie Fly presented 
the Judge with a wonderful portrait 

during END of TRAIL, displayed here 
by Justice Lily Kate and Artie. 
It’s good to be the Judge!
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Derringers & Daggers 
Saloon Show and Soiled Dove

and Parlor house Madams 
Costume Contest

Friday night was pretty much
non-stop entertainment with the
Shooting Costumes, Convention-
eers, Waddies, and Best Gun Cart
awards, a variety show, food and
drinks, and several raffles and give-
aways—all to benefit the SASS
Scholarship Foundation. Then came
the Saloon Girl and Parlor House
Madam Costume Contest. Judge

panied by cowboy music by Scott
Connors. This poker tournament
was different from previous ones.
The rules were about what you
would see at a real casino, and the
blinds increased through the night
to guarantee a winner before the
wee hours. Cheaters would be shot,
just to make it authentic Old West,
but fortunately we didn’t have any
cheaters. It was for Thursday night
only, with a $20 buy in going to the
SASS Museum. First prize was a
Cimarron 1911 donated by Cimar-
ron Firearms. Second and third
place awards were custom knives
by Redwing Trading Company.

There were activities Thursday
night for non-poker players too: the
Classic Cowboy Gathering in the
Happy Jack Saloon and Side Match
Awards in the Belle Union.

foot faults in a gunfight!” I like
knockdowns, but for those of you
who don’t, you’ll be happy to know
that these were the only pistol and
rifle knockdowns in the match.

Poker Tournament
Thursday night the Gem Saloon

played host to the END of TRAIL
Texas Hold ‘Em Poker Tournament
and Casino Tournament for 2015.
Craps and Blackjack were accom-

(Continued on page 16)

SIDE MATCh
Winners

Speed Pistol Gunfighter
Cowgirl—Rocky Meadows
Cowboy—Bobcat Tyler

Speed Pistol Duelist
Cowgirl—Serenity
Cowboy—Hair Trigger Hayes

Speed Pistol Two handed
Cowgirl—SASS Kicker
Cowboy—Prestidigitator

Speed Rifle
Cowgirl—SASS Kicker
Cowboy—Prestidigitator

Speed Shotgun Double
Cowgirl—SASS Kicker
Cowboy—Deuce Stevens

Speed Shotgun ‘97
Cowgirl—Hey You
Cowboy—Prestidigitator

Speed Shotgun ‘87
Cowgirl—Serenity
Cowboy—Boaz

Pocket Pistol
Cowgirl—Dixie Bell
Cowboy—Big Iron Patnode

Derringer
Cowgirl—Hey You
Cowboy—Colorado Jackson

Rimfire Pistol
Cowgirl—Penny Pepper Box
Cowboy—Lash Latigo

Texas Surrender
Cowgirl—SASS Kicker
Cowboy—Blackhawk Henry
Young Gun—Pecos Nick

Long Range Rifle Lever—
Rifle Caliber

Cowgirl—Shot Z Lady
Cowboy—Hey Grampa

Long Range Rifle Lever—
Pistol Caliber

Cowgirl—Texas Tiger
Cowboy—Grandpa Dillon

Long Range Single Shot Rifle
Cowgirl—Pecos Jane
Cowboy—Sidewinder Sid

Long Range Buffalo Rifle
Cowgirl—Candy
Cowboy—Gray Rat

World’s Fastest young Gun
Morguns Ann Ammo

World’s Fastest Cowgirl
Hey Youi

World’s Fastest Cowboy
Lead Ringer

WILD BuNCh
Winners

Modern Last Chance Morales
SASS #67180 OR

Traditional Samuel B. Carpenter
SASS #34043 NOR

Senior Lash Latigo
Modern SASS #35308 NV

Senior August West
Traditional SASS #45079 AZ

L. Modern Idaho Sixgun Sam
SASS #28944 ID

L. Traditional Texas Tiger
SASS #74829 NM

PLAINSMAN
Winners

Modern Lefty Eastman
SASS #20645 CA

Traditional Big Dave
SASS #55632 CO

Cowboy—Dragon  
Hill Dave

Cowgirl—Dixie      
Belle

Junior—  Nicky 9  
Fingers

Smokeless Team
Mica McGuire
Goatneck Clem
Capt. Sam Evans

Black Powder   
Team
Half A Hand Henri
Mica McGuire
Tex

Junior Team
Nicky 9 Fingers
Nick Nitro
Tater The Kid

COWBOy CLAyS
Winners
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Champion, the true fastest gun in the
New West. To be in the top ten you
have to average less than 20 seconds
a stage for 12 stages. The match is
scored on rank points, which isn’t
understood by a lot of shooters. You
are given a point for every shooter
who beats you on that stage. Lowest
score wins. It makes a quick “stand
and deliver” stage equal to one with
more targets and more running. Total
time would cause long stages to
count for more. Rank Points works
very well for really big matches, es-
pecially near the top for determining
who actually won. Minor mistakes
on a stage mean gobs of rank points.
To put it bluntly, you can’t miss. You
can’t fumble. Before the match Matt
Black, who is “only” a junior boy but
who has been competing since he
was eight or so, said something very
mature. “I don’t have to win every
stage.” He understood rank points.

Deuce Stevens, older and more

for us, is somewhere between the
odds of winning the Powerball Lot-
tery and winning the Powerball Lot-
tery without buying a ticket. But,
realistically, there are maybe ten men
and ten ladies who, with luck, could
be Overall Man or Lady World

Roy Bean started the Soiled Doves
contest at early END of TRAILs. He
called it the cowboy equivalent of a
wet-T-shirt contest. It was meant to
be rowdy. Since END of TRAIL has
evolved into a G-Rated event, it is
now relatively tame. The Parlor
House Madams Costume contest
was added in 2007 at the suggestion
of one of the (all male, appropri-
ately) judges in 2006. Contestants in
both categories played their parts ap-
propriately on the Belle Union
Stage, making the judges’ job diffi-
cult but enjoyable. First place in
each category was a Bond Derringer,
and second and third place won dag-
gers from Redwing Trading Com-
pany. Artie Fly and Sexy Sadie of
Major Photography offered photo
ops for cowboys and soiled doves.

The casino games, craps, and
Blackjack continued in the Gem sa-
loon with music by Scott Connors.

Competition
Most of the competitors at END

of TRAIL know the chance of win-
ning one of the two overall awards,

(Continued on next page)

The General’s passing was cause for serious reflection regarding the future 
of SASS and all its activities. Clearly, changes are required… and some 

have already been made. The SASS Board of Directors has been expanded 
as a first step. Other organizational changes are being contemplated.

It’s been said many times END of TRAIL rides on the shoulders of the Waddies… 
and it’s true! END of TRAIL could not be produced without their efforts. 
SASS invited all the Waddies to the Ranch House for drinks and dinner 

at the beginning of this year’s event to show its appreciation. 
As Chuckaroo would say… “We love you, man!”
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the first place car was a nose ahead
of the second. The Indianapolis 500
is on TV, and 200,000 people watch
in the stands. Everyone watching
was standing up at the finish. The
finish at END of TRAIL was that
close, but no one saw it until the
scores were posted. It’s no less im-
pressive than racing, but that’s just
the nature of the sport. All of the top
ten shooters were extremely impres-

McClade, frequent B-Western
champion, was right up there at his
peak. If you took just pure total time,
Cobra Cat was fastest, at 202.74.
But on stage 10 he got 62 rank
points, shooting a 19-second stage
when the overall competition was
shooting 14 to 15. Total rank points
172. One miss made a huge differ-
ence. Slick McClade had a total of
212.96, but because he had no
misses he finished ahead of Cobra
Cat overall, 152 rank points. Deuce
Stevens had no misses and no obvi-
ous glitches, winning one stage
overall, totaling a smoking time of
204.84. His rank points were 117,
Matt Black won one stage overall,
but had nothing lower than 15th place
on the other stages and had a total
time of 205.34, but 106 rank points.
I’ve watched the Indianapolis 500
for 50 years or so and have seen fin-
ishes where at the end of 500 miles

experienced, was at his peak. Cobra
Cat won “everything” last year—his
state championship, his Regional,
Winter Range, and END of TRAIL.
He would be very hard to beat. Slick

(Continued on page 18)

The Top Blackpowder 5-Stand Team 
was Half a Hand Henri, Mica McGuire, 

and Tex… again!

There were some unusual vendors 
at END of TRAIL this year. 
One fellow had a genuine 

“tintype” photo process set up 
and was busy all day long taking 
portraits “the old fashioned way.”

http://www.pioneergunworks.com
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sive. But it was Matt Black’s win.
In the Top Lady competition, SASS

Kicker was 30 seconds and 464 rank points
ahead of many-time World Champion Holy
Terror. In their own way, each of these top
finishes was nothing but impressive.

For what it’s worth, most of the category
winners would be the same for total time as
for rank points.

Saturday Night Festivities
The Best Dressed Costume Judging was

in the Gem Saloon. Back in the Belle Union,
the Bo Porter Band provided music. Mr.
Powdrell’s Barbecue provided dinner for $10
a person. SASS picked up the cost above that
amount. The barbecue was excellent. The
lines moved quickly, and they didn’t run out
of food before they ran out of diners.

The evening was capped with the Best
Dressed Costume Awards

Sunday Morning
The shoot-offs were at the center bay—

Bahia de Cote—complete with bleachers and a
great view from the balcony of the Happy Jack
Saloon. Wild Bunch had the Top 8 Men and Top
8 Ladies. Cowboy had the traditional Top 16.

The World Championship Award Cere-
mony was in the Belle Union. It went quickly
for the number of awards given out. This year
it went quicker and, well, easier because Lor-
rie of Mister Quigley Photography took the
“official” top ten photographs from atop a lad-
der in front of the center of the stage. When
the 10 winners of a category were called and
they lined up, the photograph was then taken.

(Continued on page 20

Wild Bunch Match Di-
rectors have taken a

certain amount of pride in
bragging “no one can shoot a
Wild Bunch match clean!”
And, most of the time,
they’re right! But not always.

Wild Bunch is NOT
Cowboy Action with a 1911,
although many clubs and
matches design their stages
exactly that way. They use
stages set up for Cowboy Ac-
tion, and then shoot 10, 10,
and 4, exactly as one would
shoot the Cowboy stage. The
more creative clubs increase
the pistol round count to
maybe 20 and instruct the
shooter to engage the rifle
targets with their 1911. Bet-
ter, but no cigar.

Winter Range, END of
TRAIL, and several other
major matches design their
Wild Bunch stages to chal-
lenge the shooter with far-
ther out targets, smaller
hostage targets, and often 30
and sometimes even 35 pis-

tol rounds!
All of the targets are hit-

table, of course, but most of
our competitors have big
egos—they THINK they can
hit all the targets quickly.
They can’t, but they THINK
they can! Hence, no clean
matches! Until now.

Viper, SASS #20081, is
the very first Wild Bunch
clean match competitor at a
major match sporting Wild
Bunch unique stages! And
he did it at END of TRAIL.

Viper happens to be a
past president of the NRA
and an avid supporter of
SASS for many years. Viper
has been the keynote speaker
at END of TRAIL Opening
Ceremonies many times.

It was an impressive out-
ing—congratulations!

Viper, SASS #20081

THEY SAID IT
COULDN’T BE DONE
(But, they were wrong!)

By Tex, SASS #4

�

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i5kjfjp8sCA
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END of TRAIL bills itself as “the World
Championship” of Cowboy Action

Shooting™ and accordingly has always en-
couraged folks from overseas to shoot the
match. And, they have!

In the very early days, SASS® had an
“International” shooting category. Some of
the very first to take advantage of the cate-
gory were the Germans—Fireman Fritz,
Small-Glassed Fritz… and a dozen addi-
tional Fritzes! They all worked for Lufthansa
and could fly anywhere they wanted. The
biggest problem they had was coordinating
their vacations a year in advance!

Later, the largest contingent of interna-
tional competitors was the Australians…
and they still come to END of TRAIL in
significant numbers. In fact, one of their
shooters, Savage Sam, was the overall win-
ner a couple of years ago!

Over the years, shooters from New
Zealand, South Africa, Great Britain,
France, Norway, Canada, and many other
countries have shot for fame, fortune, and
glory on END of TRAIL’s field of honor.

Some 15 years ago, a contingent of
shooters from the Czech Republic, a for-
mer Soviet bloc country, competed at END

of TRAIL. When SASS realized competi-
tors were visiting from the former Soviet
Union, it realized Cowboy Action was truly
a world-wide game! This first group of
more than half a dozen shooters from the
Czech Republic was organized by Thun-
derman. As an aside, he sought out Tex, re-
ceived an introduction to the Gunfighter
category, and is now a top Frontier Car-
tridge Gunfighter competitor!

This year Thunderman brought three
top competitors with him to END of
TRAIL—two from the Czech Republic
and one from the Slovak Republic.  They
shot Hell on Wheels as an END of TRAIL
warm-up and did quite well. Each of them
won their category!

These are some of the “movers and
shakers” in Eastern Europe—the three
Czechs are Regulators and Dedo (Grandpa)
from Slovakia was one of the principals in
Days of Truth, the European Champi-
onship in August 2015. They are also rep-
resentative of the level of shooting
expertise that is now being seen throughout
Europe. Today it’s difficult to travel any-
where in the world and find an “easy” cow-
boy match!

WORLD CLASS COMPETITION
By Tex, SASS #4

Eastern European Competitors 
(l – r)— Thunderman (CZ Rep), Dedo (Slovak Rep), John Bohemia (CZ Rep), 

and Colbert (CZ Rep).  All played host when Tex and Cat Ballou shot the 
Czech Championship and Days of Truth, 

The European Championship in Slovakia, this past August.

i

i
�
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Thirty-Fifth Annual 
END of TRAIL

If this one was good, and it
was very good, the 35th annual
should be even better. If you’re
only going to one END of TRAIL
in your life, you should be at the
35th annual—same place, same
time, sometime in the 1870s, once
you enter the gate to the past.

done. Security kept things secure
without being noticed. END of
TRAIL wouldn’t work without the
waddies, and this one worked very
well. I considered it the best END of
TRAIL I’d attended, but I’ve only
been to 10, so what would I know?
Last year I told about a few little
glitches in the match. This year if there
were any, they stayed below my radar,
which is just the way it should be.

This kept winners from having to go
outside for photographs.

Waddies
Finally, kudos to Cajun Dawge,

the waddie ramrod, for running a
show so well the waddies went almost
unnoticed. Kudos also go to all the
hard working waddies. Everything got

(Continued on next page)

The office staff searched for a project to enhance 
this year’s event… and decided on a Wall of Fame 

honoring all the prior END of TRAIL overall winners. 
It turned out to be an ambitious project. The vast 
SASS photo archives were scrubbed and scoured 

for the pictures… and in some cases the only photos 
located were the size of a postage stamp! 

MacDaddy, SASS’ graphic artist, worked his magic 
and brought the less than marginal photos to life. 

It provided an interesting display that drew much attention.

On a sad note, the General passed away
Thanksgiving 2014. It was the General’s 

deep pockets and influence within 
the shooting community that kept 

END of TRAIL afloat in the early days. 
His presence and leadership will be missed.

Vaya con Dios, Compadre.

The “Movers and Shakers.” In addition to the Co-Main
Match Directors, Texas Jack Morales 

(Wild Bunch designer and Match Director), 
and Ice Lady and Stuttering Wayne 

(Mounted Shooting Directors) 
were introduced during Opening Ceremonies.

END of TRAIL has al-
ways had world-class
match organizers, di-
rectors, and Range

Officers. As SASS and
END of TRAIL con-
tinue to evolve and

allow the “old guard”
to reluctantly step

back, the organization
is blessed to see out-
standing new talent
step to the fore. END

of TRAIL 2015 was led by Co-Match Directors Lassiter and TA Chance.
Lassiter designed the stages and TA’s even hand and oversight assured 
everything was in place as it should be. They did an outstanding job!

VISIT US AT SASSNET.COM

!
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Gambling and other games 
of chance once again reared 
its addictive head in the 

Gem Saloon—a den of iniquity!  
No kids allowed. However, 

Junior competitors are NOT kids!

On a sad note, the General passed away
Thanksgiving 2014. It was the General’s 

deep pockets and influence within 
the shooting community that kept 

END of TRAIL afloat in the early days. 
His presence and leadership will be missed.

Vaya con Dios, Compadre.

http://www.emf-company.com
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Costuming Corner

was green, and the Longhorns were
fat from munching on it. Wildflow-
ers were blooming everywhere. It
was truly a sight to behold and so
were all the great costumes!

END of TRAIL is the world
championship of Cowboy Action

Shooting™ and also the World
Championship of Costuming, so
there are numerous costume contests
in which folks can participate. A

COSTUME CONTESTS

(Continued on next page)

AT THE THIRTY-FOURTH 
ANNUAL END of TRAIL

By Cat Ballou, SASS #55
Photographs by Black Jack McGinnis, SASS #2041

and Amber Oakley, SASS #88493

qq
Terrific Outfits In A Lush Setting

Founders Ranch, New Mexico.
For the first time in four dusty

and dry New Mexico summers, the
ranch was lush and green due to
much needed rain that had been
falling for some months. The grass

Best Dressed B-Western Man 
1st place – Texas Slim dressed
as a B-Western cowboy with 
his original Rockmount shirt 
and “story teller” Bolo tie.

Best Dressed B-Western Lady
2nd place – Sonora Blaze dressed 
as a Silver Screen “wannabe.”

Best Dressed Couple
1st place – Shotglass and 
Texas Jack Daniels dressed 

as an Asian influenced brothel 
owner and her gambler “friend.”

VISIT US AT SASSNET.COM

Cat Ballou, 
SASS #55
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Wild Bunch costume contest takes
place during the Wild Bunch shoot-
ing competition, and during the
main event two costume contests are
available—the Daytime Shooting
Costume Contest, judged during the
Thursday and Friday shooting re-
lays, and the Best Dressed Costume
Contest held Saturday evening. A
Soiled Doves and Parlor House
Madams Contest is held during the

Derringers and Daggers event on
Friday night (a separate article) and
the Mounted Shooters hold their
own costume contest, which in-
cludes the horse’s tack.

Our continuing sponsor of all the
costume contests is Wild West Mer-
cantile of Mesa, Arizona. Sadly, this
year we lost one of its proprietors, C.
S. Fly, SASS Life #5078 and Hall of
Fame inductee (Tom Ingoglia). He
succumbed to heart disease during
Winter Range. We took a minute of

Costume Contests • At The 34th Annual END of TRAIL . . .
(Continued from previous page)

(Continued on page 24)

Best Dressed Couple
2nd place – Kane Younger 
and Robb and Co. dressed 

in matching B-Western outfits
with an Australian motive.  
Of course, they are from 

Australia!

Best Dressed B-Western Lady
3rd place – Dalton’s Darlin
dressed as a Plains Indian 
with fringed tunic and skirt.

Best Dressed Lady
1st place — Serenity dressed 
as a chaperone for her niece
while wearing a champagne,

mint green, and brown 
walking dress with all the
matching accessories.

Best Dressed Junior
2nd place — Fast Draw Fawn
dressed in a green and white 

Polonaise dress with 
a matching hat.

Best Dressed Couple
3rd place – Frontier Faith and 
Minnesota Clay dressed as 
an 1880s couple going out 
for dinner and a dance.
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silence at the Best Dressed Contest
on Saturday night to honor his mem-
ory. He will be greatly missed.

Costume contests can’t happen
without judges, and our judges are
some of the best around. Wild
Bunch judges were Copper Queen,
Happy Jack, and myself. Daytime
Shooting Costume judges were Cop-

per Queen, Sloan Easy, and Creek
Harding, while “costume wrangler,”
Sundown, handled the sign-ups.
Best Dressed Costume judges were
Copper Queen, Sloan Easy, Baby
Jane Doe, and “costume wranglers”
Happy Jack and Sundown. These
folks have been volunteering their
time as judges and helpers for quite
a few years now and I truly appreci-
ate their fine efforts!

So, take a look at all the photos
of the costume winners, first
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(Continued on next page)

Best Dressed Lady
2nd place — Kathouse Kelli

dressed in her 1890s 
“sporting” outfit.

Best Dressed Lady
3rd place — Texas Flower 
in an 1895 walking dress. 

She is on holiday and looking
for a theatre performance.

Best Dressed Military
2nd place — 

Capt. George Baylor 
in an 1860s-1870s 

Texas Ranger uniform. 

Best Dressed Military
3rd place — El Aguila – dressed 

as an 1870s Apache scout
tracking for the military.

Best Dressed Military
1st place — Hank Hills

in a circa 1870s 
US Marine Corps uniform.
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(Continued from previous page)

through third place, and the descrip-
tions of their winning outfits.
Thanks again to everyone who par-
ticipated in all the costume contests
at END of TRAIL. Costuming is
one of the reasons Cowboy Action
Shooting™ continues to be the
greatest sport in the world with the
greatest people involved! Hope to
see you all at next year’s END of
TRAIL, as it will be our 35th and
promises to be stupendous!

Best Dressed Junior
3rd place — Jus One Shot

dressed as a gambling orphan
on his own whose parents 
were killed by Indians.

Best Dressed Junior
1st place — Pecos Nick 
dressed as a businessman 

going to Las Vegas to secure a 
cattle contract with the railroad.

Best Dressed Man
1st place — W. A. Ward
dressed as a candidate 

for mayor in an 
Old West tent city.

Best Dressed B-Western Man
2nd place – Caballo Blanco

dressed as a tribute to 
Gene Autry.

Best Dressed B-Western Lady
1st place – Lil McGill wearing 

a replica of a Jane Russell outfit, 
portraying Annie Oakley in a film.

/

�
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Conventioneer – Lady
1st place — Frontier Faith
dressed in an 1870s outfit 

ready for a spring 
afternoon gathering.

Guncart
1st place — Quickly Down

Under’s guncart demonstrates 
a high degree of detail and is

made of elk leather with 
1300 tacks and buffalo horns.

Conventioneer
1st place — Minnesota Clay

dressed as an 1880s 
military pay master.

Guncart
2nd place — Tater the Kid’s

cart; he learned fine 
cabinetry work in order 
to build his own guncart.

Conventioneer
2nd place — W. A. Ward
dressed as a candidate for

mayor of an Old West tent city.

Guncart
3rd place — Cowboy Earl’s 

guncart – a jail wagon as seen in the
Clint Eastwood film, Hang Em High.
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Junior Shooting Costume
2nd place — Tater the Kid
dressed as a young man

looking for his 
fortune out west.

Ladies Shooting Costume
1st place — 

Chiricahua Mama dressed
in an 1800s Hopi Indian

dress with correct hairstyle,
leggings, moccasins, squash

blossom necklace, and 
concho belt. This Hopi 
hairstyle was emulated 
by Princess Leia in the 
original Star Wars films.

Junior Shooting Costume
1st place — 

Helen Highwater as a late
1880s frontier cowgirl with
chaps, boots, hat, and scarf.

Junior Shooting Costume
3rd place —

Fastdraw Fawn dressed 
in a red sailor’s dress.

(Continued on page 28)

http://www.pietta.it
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Ladies Shooting Costume
2nd place — Texas Flower

dressed in an 1895 
hunting outfit with matching

hat and a powder horn.

Men’s Shooting Costume
2nd place — 

Quickly Down Under 
as a cowboy bow hunter 
with a bear claw and 

teeth necklace, a knife, and 
a bandolier with conchos.

Ladies Shooting Costume
3rd place — EZGZ 

in an 1850s lace skirt and
blouse from an original dress.
Pearl jewelry and a flowered
hat complete her ensemble.

Men’s Shooting Costume
3rd place — El Armero X

dressed as an 1880s 
working cowboy with chaps,
cuffs, spurs, scarf, and a 
hat with stampede string.

Men’s Shooting Costume
1st place — 

Capt. George Baylor 
dressed as an 1896 

Texas Ranger with duster, 
dress shirt, and tie.  

His hat, boots, and badge 
complete the outfit.

Best Dressed Sutler – Lady
Sexy Sadie of 

Major Photography 
dressed in 1880s 

beachwear complete with a
parasol to protect her skin.

(Continued on next page)
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Best Dressed Waddie – Lady
Klondike Kate dressed as 
an 1890s tribute to 
Annie Oakley in a leather skirt
and vest with fringe.

Judge Copper Queen
asks a contestant 
about their costume 
as Judges Sloan Easy
and Creek Harding 
listen intently.

Best Dressed Sutler – Man
Mad Mountain Mike of 

River Crossing dressed as a
frontiersman in handmade
buckskin pants with fringe
and leather mocassins.

Best Dressed Waddie – Man
E. Phineas Helvetia 
dressed as an 1895 

mining engineer with 
hard crowned hat 
and a carbide light.

http://www.kirkpatrickleather.com
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WILD BuNCh:
Men

1st Constable Nelson, SASS #11784 (AUS)
2ndCapt. George Baylor, SASS #24287 (TX)
3rd Wigley Down Yonder, SASS #67002 (FL)
Ladies

1st Lacey D’Oyly, SASS #89955 (AZ)
2ndDixie Bell, SASS #5366 (UT)
3rd Penny Pepperbox, SASS #35309 (NV)

ShOOTING CATEGORIES:
Sutler/Vendor

Man Mad Mountain Mike, 
SASS #4385 (CO)

Lady Sexy Sadie, SASS #25398 (TX)
Waddies

Man E. Phineas Helvetia, 
SASS #94743 (NM)

Lady Klondike Kate, SASS #67438 (AZ)
Gun Carts
1st Quickly Downunder, SASS #99856 (NV)
2ndTater the Kid, SASS #97358 (CA)
3rd Cowboy Earl, SASS #61595 (CA)
Conventioneers
1st Minnesota Clay, SASS #45970 (TX)
2nd W. A. Ward, SASS #11723 (CA)
Lady
1st Frontier Faith, SASS #94293 (TX)

Junior Shooting
1st Helen Highwater, SASS #97357 (CA)
2ndTater the Kid, SASS #97358 (CA)
3rd Fastdraw Fawn, SASS #94157 (UT)
Lady Shooting
1st Chiricahua Mama, SASS #40623 (MI)
2ndTexas Flower, SASS #43753 (TX)
3rd EZGZ, SASS #83885 (NM)
Man Shooting
1st Capt. George Baylor, SASS #24287 (TX)
2ndQuickly Downunder, SASS #99856 (NV)
3rd El Armero X, SASS #78387 (NM)

BEST DRESSED:
Juniors
1st Pecos Nick, SASS #99995 (NV)
2ndFastdraw Fawn, SASS #99157 (UT)
3rd Jus One Shot, SASS #99132 (CO)
Military
1st Hank Hills, SASS #78028 (WA)
2ndCapt. George Baylor, SASS #24287 (TX)
3rd El Aguila, SASS #43539 (CO)
Couples
1st Texas Jack Daniels, SASS #8587
& Shotglass, SASS #17153 (TX)
2ndRobb and Co., SASS #61369
& Katie Younger, SASS #61370 (AUS)
3rd Minnesota Clay, SASS #45970
& Frontier Faith, SASS #94292 (TX)
B-Western/Silver Screen
Man

1st Texas Slim, SASS #43510 (TX)
2ndCaballo Blanco, SASS #9297 (AZ)

B-Western/Silver Screen
Lady

1st Lil McGill, SASS #85754 (TX)
2ndSonora Blaze, SASS #69510 (CO)
3rd Dalton’s Darlin, SASS #80144 (WA)

Best Dressed Lady
1st Serenity, SASS #64982 (CAN)
2ndKathouse Kelli, SASS #72384 (AUS)
3rd Texas Flower, SASS #45753 (TX)
Best Dressed Man
1st W. A. Ward, SASS #11723 (CA)

JuDGES:
Wild Bunch
Cat Ballou, SASS #55 (NM)
Copper Queen, SASS #20449 (UT)
Happy Jack, SASS #20451 (UT)
Shooting/Daytime
Copper Queen, SASS #20449 (UT) 
Sloan Easy, SASS #28129 (CA)
Creek Harding, SASS #4546 (CA)
Costume Wrangler—

Sundown, SASS #285 (NM)
Best Dressed
Copper Queen
Sloan Easy
Creek Harding
Costume Wrangler—

Baby Jane Doe, SASS #284 (NM)

END of TRAIL 2015
COSTuME CONTESTS RESuLTS

(Continued on next page)
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Costume Contests • At The 34th Annual END of TRAIL . . .
(Continued from previous page)

Ladies Wild Bunch 
1st place – Lacey O’Dyly 

in her 1913 woman’s medic 
uniform in the Queen’s Own

Cameron Highlanders Regiment,
with kilt and military shirt.

Ladies Wild Bunch 
3rd place – Penny Pepperbox 
as a Mexican Revolution 

“camp follower.”

Ladies Wild Bunch
2nd place – Dixie Bell as a 
Mexican Revolutionary 
“Adelita” circa 1910. 

These females were fighters 
right alongside their men.

Wild Bunch
1st place – Constable Nelson 
as Henry “Hap” Arnold 
in his 1911 Aviation 

Signal Corps uniform.

Wild Bunch 
3rd place – Wigley Down Yonder 
as a Mexican gunfighter during
the 1904 Mexican Revolution.

Wild Bunch 
2nd place – Capt. George Baylor 

as a Captain in the 
11th Cavalry circa 1916.

WILD BuNCh:
Men

1st Constable Nelson, SASS #11784 (AUS)
2ndCapt. George Baylor, SASS #24287 (TX)
3rd Wigley Down Yonder, SASS #67002 (FL)
Ladies

1st Lacey D’Oyly, SASS #89955 (AZ)
2ndDixie Bell, SASS #5366 (UT)
3rd Penny Pepperbox, SASS #35309 (NV)

ShOOTING CATEGORIES:
Sutler/Vendor
Man Mad Mountain Mike, 

SASS #4385 (CO)
Lady Sexy Sadie, SASS #25398 (TX)

Waddies
Man E. Phineas Helvetia, 

SASS #94743 (NM)
Lady Klondike Kate, SASS #67438 (AZ)

Gun Carts
1st Quickly Downunder, SASS #99856 (NV)
2ndTater the Kid, SASS #97358 (CA)
3rd Cowboy Earl, SASS #61595 (CA)
Conventioneers
1st Minnesota Clay, SASS #45970 (TX)
2nd W. A. Ward, SASS #11723 (CA)
Lady
1st Frontier Faith, SASS #94293 (TX)

Junior Shooting
1st Helen Highwater, SASS #97357 (CA)
2ndTater the Kid, SASS #97358 (CA)
3rd Fastdraw Fawn, SASS #94157 (UT)
Lady Shooting
1st Chiricahua Mama, SASS #40623 (MI)
2ndTexas Flower, SASS #43753 (TX)
3rd EZGZ, SASS #83885 (NM)
Man Shooting
1st Capt. George Baylor, SASS #24287 (TX)
2ndQuickly Downunder, SASS #99856 (NV)
3rd El Armero X, SASS #78387 (NM)

BEST DRESSED:
Juniors
1st Pecos Nick, SASS #99995 (NV)
2ndFastdraw Fawn, SASS #99157 (UT)
3rd Jus One Shot, SASS #99132 (CO)
Military
1st Hank Hills, SASS #78028 (WA)
2ndCapt. George Baylor, SASS #24287 (TX)
3rd El Aguila, SASS #43539 (CO)
Couples
1st Texas Jack Daniels, SASS #8587
& Shotglass, SASS #17153 (TX)

2ndRobb and Co., SASS #61369
& Katie Younger, SASS #61370 (AUS)
3rd Minnesota Clay, SASS #45970
& Frontier Faith, SASS #94292 (TX)
B-Western/Silver Screen
Man

1st Texas Slim, SASS #43510 (TX)
2ndCaballo Blanco, SASS #9297 (AZ)

B-Western/Silver Screen
Lady

1st Lil McGill, SASS #85754 (TX)
2ndSonora Blaze, SASS #69510 (CO)
3rd Dalton’s Darlin, SASS #80144 (WA)

Best Dressed Lady
1st Serenity, SASS #64982 (CAN)
2ndKathouse Kelli, SASS #72384 (AUS)
3rd Texas Flower, SASS #45753 (TX)
Best Dressed Man
1st W. A. Ward, SASS #11723 (CA)

JuDGES:
Wild Bunch
Cat Ballou, SASS #55 (NM)
Copper Queen, SASS #20449 (UT)
Happy Jack, SASS #20451 (UT)
Shooting/Daytime
Copper Queen, SASS #20449 (UT) 
Sloan Easy, SASS #28129 (CA)
Creek Harding, SASS #4546 (CA)
Costume Wrangler—

Sundown, SASS #285 (NM)
Best Dressed
Copper Queen
Sloan Easy
Creek Harding
Costume Wrangler—

Baby Jane Doe, SASS #284 (NM)
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Costuming Corner

Daggers and Derringers, the Soiled
Dove and Parlor House Madam
Contest, has thrown its seventh and

final event… a last hurrah you might say. It
was attended by an enthusiastic group of
Pards and Pardettes who were most generous
to the Scholarship Fund.

D&D was created by Shotglass, SASS

Patron Life #17153 and Texas Jack Daniels,
SASS Patron Life #8587, in 2009 as the
Soiled Dove and Parlor House Madam Con-
test to benefit the Fund. Over the years it ex-
panded to include frozen margaritas and hot
dogs for the audience. The prizes given out
were something different, items that Soiled

Texas Jack Daniels, 
Patron Life #8587 By Texas Jack Daniels, Patron Life #8587

There are “perks” to being a judge for the Soiled Dove competition! 
When it’s all over, the judges get to pick the dove/madam of their choice 

(but not for the evening)! It’s good to be a judge!

(Continued on next page)

END of TRAIL
Daggers and Derringers 2015
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Doves actually used to protect themselves in
the old west… actual Daggers and Der-
ringers. The event expanded in 2010, en-
couraging madams and doves to sell raffle
tickets for the SASS Scholarship Fund.
Those who watched and remember Dead-
wood know Soiled Doves love children.

The evening was blessed with huge atten-
dance and a saloon full of Soiled Doves and
Parlor House Madams. Squatty Bawdy,
SASS #62932, Justice Lily Kate, SASS

#1000, Hey You, SASS #64946, and Nellie
Blue, SASS #54399, ramrodded the sign up
process. Meanwhile Misty Moonshine, SASS
#83232, and her intrepid crew cooked and
served hot dogs throughout the event. Dragon
Hill Dave, SASS #59561, and Waterloo, SASS
#46072, made 30 gallons of frozen margaritas.

Diamond Blaze
swears

to Shotglass 
that she’s now

“legal.”

Texas Flower 
means business 
when it comes 
to protecting 
her business.

Talk-a-Little Sherrie 
lived up to her name 
but still sold a bundle 

of raffle tickets.

END of TRAIL • Daggers and Derringers
(Continued from previous page)

2015

The raffle prizes under inspection. (Continued on page 34)
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It was truly a team effort!
D&D kicked off with Madam of Cere-

monies Shotglass’ opening commentary and
welcoming of the judges. The judging panel
this year included Judge Roy Bean, SASS
#1, Quickly Downunder, SASS #99856, You
Bet, SASS #48429, Six, SASS #41283, and
Samuel B. Carpenter, SASS #34043. They
did a marvelous job and enjoyed their chal-
lenge to choose the most becoming Soiled
Dove and Parlor House Madam.

The Soiled Doves introduced themselves
to the judges, describing their outfits, profes-
sion, and customers, doing their best to win
over each judge. Kathouse Kelli, SASS
#72384, used her unique Aussie accent to

persuade the judges and Diamond Blaze,
SASS #97568, made sure everyone knew she
was “now legal.” Kanada Girl, SASS
#26178, was happy to be back at END of
TRAIL after a hiatus due to personal injury.
And Talk-a-Little Sherrie, SASS #23161,
didn’t have much to say, but she can really
sell those raffle tickets.

During intermission, Frontier Faith, SASS
#94293, regaled the audience with a spectac-
ular oratory regarding “services” for the
aged. As a retired Dove and Madam now run-
ning a discrete service out of her retirement
home, she put a delightful spin on the pleas-
ures she makes available to her customers.

The Parlor House Madams deftly described

END of TRAIL • Daggers and Derringers
(Continued from page 33)

(Continued on next page)

http://www.mernickleholsters.com
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their operations in detail to the enthusiastic
judges. Texas Flower, SASS #43753, made
sure the judges knew she wasn’t kidding
around with regard to protecting her girls
and getting her payment. How else was she
supposed to keep her “entertainment” busi-
ness bringing in the money?

After a quick tally of the scores, the
evening concluded with the awards pre-
sentations.

For our beautiful Soiled Doves: 
Kathouse Kelli, SASS #72384, came in

first, winning a Bond Cowboy Defender
Derringer. In second place was Diamond
Blaze, and Kut-Throat Kate, SASS
#102827, came in third, each winning a
Redwing Damascus Dagger. In fourth and
fifth place were Kanada Girl and Talk-a-
Little Sherrie, each winning a Redwing
Steel Dagger. Also participating in the
contest was Helen Highwater, SASS
#97357, and Mustang Toni, SASS #93341.

And the equally awesome Parlor
House Madams: 

In first place was
Texas Flower, win-
ning a Bond Cowboy
Defender Derringer.
Coming in second
was Sexy Sadie,
SASS #25398, and
third was Elle Wood,
SASS #99253, each
winning a Redwing
Damascus Dagger.
Canyon Cowgirl,
SASS #31074, and

Flirtatious Filly, SASS #100663, came in
fourth and fifth, each winning a Redwing Steel
Dagger.

Artie Fly, SASS #25397, of Major Photog-
raphy was on hand taking photographs of the
winners, and he provided a free copy to each
participant. Major Photography has donated
photographic coverage to every D&D event
since its inception. The Foundation appreciates
Major Photography for their continued support.

Several of the luscious ladies sold raffle
tickets throughout the event for the SASS
Scholarship Fund. Thanks to all of your gener-
ous donations, we finally broke the eight thou-
sand dollar ceiling that has plagued us every
year. In this final year, ten thousand dollars was
donated, capped off by a most generous contri-
bution from the closing ceremony audience. In

END of TRAIL • 
Daggers and Derringers
(Continued from previous page)

The winning 
Madam and Dove. (Continued on page 36)

Kanada Girl.

Frontier Faith—
providing service for 
the elderly. Well, 

someone has to do it.

i
i
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The Judges had no problem giving their full attention to the contest participants.

Raffle prizes and their winners
Bond Cowboy Defender Derringer, Engraved by Aspen

Filly, was won by Deputy Dawg SASS #2002.
Taylor’s and Company 1873 Rifle, Engraved by Jim

Downing, was won by Zona, SASS #54629.
Taylor’s and Company Pistols, Engraved by Aspen

Filly, with a custom holster rig by Mernickle
Leather, was won by Ez Gz, SASS #83885.

Coyote Cap Competition ’97 Shotgun, was won by
Ole #4, SASS #41004.

total, through the D&D raffles, more than
$50,000 has been raised for the SASS
Scholarship Fund. Two special ladies
went the extra mile this year and were
awarded with appreciation gifts from
Texas Jack Daniels. Talk-a-Little Sherrie
raised more than four thousand dollars
and Amanda Reckonwith, SASS #96193,
raised more than two thousand dollars.
Sherrie received a Bond Derringer and
Amanda was awarded a Stoeger Shotgun.

The SASS Scholarship Fund raffle
drawing was held at the closing cere-
monies of END of TRAIL. Again, we ex-
press our deep appreciation to all those
who contributed to the Fund. In closing

END of TRAIL • 
Daggers and Derringers
(Continued from page 35)

(Continued on next page)

�
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http://www.dbarjhat.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4hqabl9h_Q&feature=youtu.be
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this chapter, we thank everyone for all their support
of D&D and the SASS Scholarship Fund. 

May the road rise to meet you
May the wind be always at your 

back
May the sun shine warm upon 

your face
The rains fall soft upon your 

fields
And until we meet again
May God hold you in the palm  

of His hand.
—Warmest regards, 
Shotglass and TJD 

END of TRAIL • 
Daggers and Derringers
(Continued from previous page)

We would like to take a moment to recognize the many people who made D&D happen these many years.
Without them D&D would have never taken flight. We are so grateful to: Squatty Bawdy, Handlebar Bob

(SASS #4650), Miss Annie Bellum (SASS #10139), Waterloo (SASS #46072), Hey You, Aspen Filly (SASS
#25397), Dragon Hill Dave (SASS #59561), Justice Lilly Kate (SASS #1000), Nellie Blue (SASS #54399), Lizzie
Marie (SASS #19774), Miz Annie Ross (SASS #60919), Greeneyed Gypsy (SASS #60086), Misty Moonshine,
and Misty’s entire crew. A tip of the hat to all of you.

D&D has been blessed with many sponsors over the years. Without them there would have been no raffle
prizes, no awards. We would like to recognize them and their dedication to SASS, The SASS Scholarship Fund,
and the cowboy way:

Bond Derringer — Since day one Bond has donated derringers to support D&D.
Taylor’s and Company — Taylor’s and Company stepped up with many awesome firearms.
Redwing Knives — Redwing donated custom daggers. 
Mernickle holsters — Mernickle supported D&D with custom rigs for the pistols.
Major Photography — Where would we be without Artie and Sadie? No photos.
Jim Downing — Awesome engraving services, enhancing the value of the raffle items.
Aspen Filly — Also provided awesome engraving services on many of the raffled firearms.
Coyote Cap Gunworks — Competition shotguns. What else need be said?
JM Leather — Lots of awesome knife sheaths. Top quality for sure.
Cimarron Firearms — The first rifle and shotgun raffled off came from them. 
Shorty’s BBQ — Shorty helped us the first year we had hot dogs.
Ain’t Dunnit Leather — Provided leather sheaths for the daggers in our final event.

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ THANK YOU ~ ~ ~ ~ ~

�

�

Kathouse Kelli—
the top Soiled Dove.
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New Mernickle hP Rig

At the Founders Ranch RV
Park we parked next to Bob

and Sherri Mernickle. We’re
friends. They drink The Redhead’s
Margaritas. We drink their con-
coctions. Early on Bob mentioned
he had just designed a new rig. My
first thought was, “Oh, no! I’ve
written 312 articles on his stuff al-
ready!” (Note to humor impaired:

that’s hyperbole—exaggeration
for comedic effect.) He wanted to
replace his most popular, best sell-
ing rig, probably the most popular
rig in SASS®. So he sat down and
designed and built the prototype—
in six hours. Yes, he can do that.
He is pretty much the Leonardo da
Vinci of leather gear. He is both
artist and engineer. He can think in
three dimensions, and a rig is a
three-dimensional object. His
brain never stops working; hence
new, improved designs pop out.

He forced me, at gunpoint so
to speak, to try the rig on. (Okay,
he just handed it to me.) I put my
hand on the weak side gun and
thought, “Damn! I’ll have to write
the 313th article. This is great!”

$80,000 Machine
For some time Bob has been

putting money into machinery to
improve his products and produc-
tion. An important piece of this
equipment upgrade is an $80,000
computerized cutter. Bob’s de-
scription: “This is a CNC comput-
erized knife cutting machine that
cuts the leather, punches the holes,
makes the slots and even draws in
stitch lines. It does all this with
computer accuracy making the
products off this machine some of
the finest most accurately aligned
holsters in the world. All this to
make some of the most accurate
left and right holsters ever made.
When we make a left to match a
right it does a mirror image with
computer accuracy. We have taken
holster making to the next level.”

He noted that usually, buying

DISPATCHES FROM
CAMPBAYLOR. ,

Guns & Gear

(Continued on next page)

By Captain George Baylor, SASS #24287 Life /Regulator

Captain George Baylor, 
SASS Life / Rugulator #24287

The HP holsters on the suede-lined 2-1/2" gun belt. The emblem in the center is 
silver. Two cartridge slides are included. The scabbard with adjustable tension for 

your Redwing Screwknife© is, as they say, optional at extra cost. 
No, it’s not on the wrong side. It’s on the left side, you right-handed bigot.

New Mernickle Holsters HP series.
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more machinery means you need
fewer workers. This machine
caused him to hire more workers.
The machine produces pieces that
are ready for the next step. It pro-
duces them much faster than before.
So more workers are needed to
keep up with its production. Keep-
ing up with orders is easier. The
computer cutter also gets the most
out of a hide by cutting each piece
aligned the most efficient way.

Little Things
The difference between this

rig and previous rigs is a lot of lit-
tle things. They add up: The hol-
ster is dropped down 1-1/2" lower
than previous rigs, making an eas-
ier reach for the gun. The front is cut down lower
to allow a full thumb landing on the upper frame
for those who do a gun transfer. This is one of the
things that got my attention when I tried it on. I
could use that grip on previous Mernickle holsters,
but I could get a better grip on this one.

“For gun transfers we now do a taper below the
trigger guard to the point where the guard meets
the frame, allowing the center finger to reach
under the guard for a one hand draw, keeping the
grip frame completely free of the hand. This makes
doing a gun transfer easier than ever before
thought possible. The side has been dropped down
and then flared out for the easiest re-holster ever!”

This method of gun transfers has been the best
way to do it for several years. It’s taught in every
Cowboy Action Shooting™ school I’ve attended.
If your holster covers the trigger guard, you can’t
do this. If the holster interferes with the trigger
guard, you can’t do it.

The other thing that jumped out at me when I
grabbed the guns was this: “The new WR™ Wrist
Relief! This is designed into the angle of the holster
so when you reach for a gun you will not have to
flex your wrist back to grab the gun, yet you will
be able to bring the gun straight up for an ex-
tremely fast draw with the quickest accessibility to
the front sight ever!” You also don’t want guns
bouncing out while you’re doing a ten-yard dash to

the next shooting position. I hate it when that happens.
These holsters are extremely well molded for the

model revolver ordered. They don’t bounce around

Dispatches From 
Camp Baylor . . .
(Continued from previous page)

(Continued on page 40)

The top shot-shell belt is the latest version, with two-round loops of 
military grade elastic. The cartridge slide also has military grade elastic 
cartridge loops. The color is Gunfighter Brown, a new, exclusive color. 

The middle belt is the single round loop model with the previous 
all-leather cartridge slide. The bottom belt is an older model with 

leather shotshell loops and sewn on cartridge loops.

VISIT US AT SASSNET.COM

http://www.westernandwildlifewonders.com


up. The belt needs no break in. It works out of the
box. I emphasize military grade canvas because
lesser grades will stretch out eventually. 

When I started using the shotgun belt I did have a
problem. I kept knocking rounds out whenever I bent
over. If I bent over to pick up a dropped shotshell, I
knocked two out. It should be noted that I have been
able to knock shells out in all of my shotgun belts. It’s
a gift. The solution was to tighten the belt and raise it
to navel level. Now the rounds stay in until I need them. 

For some time Bob has used steel linings to help
holsters keep their shape and hang correctly. The lip
of the holster curls out making the revolver easy to
re-holster. Re-holstering is as important as drawing
speed, even more so if you drop the gun in the holster
while re-holstering.

I’ll also note Bob uses only Hermann Oak
Leather, which is widely recognized as the best in the
business. Bob also had a new dye lot created called

“Gunfighter Brown.” This is a
rich, vibrant, darker brown that
looks good.
Plainsman rifle cartridge slide

One evening before END of
TRAIL a group of us was sitting on
Bob’s patio, imbibing adult bever-
ages and nibbling snacks, and I
mentioned that while a typical slide
would hold six Plainsman .38-55s,
I would like to have a slide for
Plainsman holding twelve .38-55
rounds. The key to Plainsman is re-
loading the single shot rifle be-
cause, like the shotgun, it starts and
ends empty, but the average stage
has six rounds and as many as 10.
So picking up three to four rounds
at once is an advantage in time-mo-
tion compared to grabbing one at a

VISIT US AT SASSNET.COM
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when you’re running because of the steel lining, the
smaller back and the angle. They’re also comfortable
when running. They’re very secure, but the guns pop
out as desired when you draw.

While Bob had been using military grade canvas for
shot shell loops, the cartridge slides are using them now,
too. “The newly designed Speed Load™ shell holder no
longer needs a stopper plate under the shells and can be
staged at any height at which the shooter would like to
set them. Also, you no longer have to pull the shell
straight up. You are free to choose the angle of grab
which suits your shooting style the best.”

The military grade canvas allows the loops to be
closer together than with leather, and the shells don’t
bind. If you can grab the rim, the round will come out.
All shell holders at Mernickle Holsters are on slides
now. You shouldn’t have to buy a different belt if you
change calibers. It’s one of those things that make you
think, “Why wasn’t this thought of before?” This is also
true of the new shotgun belt. The cartridge slide has
military grade canvas loops. Last year Bob came out
with a shotgun belt, reviewed in the March 2015 Cow-
boy Chronicle, that had single shotgun loops made of
military grade canvas. Now he has added two-round
loops. Two-round loops are favorites of double shoot-
ers. You don’t have to pull straight up to get the shells
out. Getting them out is a snap, no binding or hanging

Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .
(Continued from page 39)

The backside of the rig shows that the adjustment screws in the holster 
are very close to the belt. When tightened the holsters do not move. 

Adjust them where you want them, and they stay there.

The prototype Plainsman cartridge slide—
this one is for a 2-1/2" belt. It will be available sized 
for the shot shell belt as well. This one holds twelve 

.38-55 rounds. I can grab and control five rounds at once 
because they don’t bind. The .38-55 loops will fit 
.38 Special too. It is also available in .45-70. 

Yes, the slide is on the right side, for a left-handed shooter.

(Continued on next page)

http://hermannoakleather.com
http://www.sassnet.com/Downloads/15eChron/15marchron.pdf
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time. Bob went inside his trailer and
came out with an envelope. Within
15 minutes he had designed the slide
and had all of the dimensions on the
back of that envelope. A slide that
long has to have oval shaped cutouts
to allow it to bend correctly. There
are no snaps. The slide literally
slides on the belt. When the test rig
arrived, the slide was included, but
it was mistakenly sized to fit over
the gun belt instead of the shotgun
belt. He’s sending the correct one,
but I have a deadline. So the photos
are of the wider slide. It works fine, however. It im-
mediately allows me to do something that was diffi-
cult/impossible with leather or non-canvas loops. I
can grab and control five rounds at a time from this
belt, something I couldn’t do with leather loops.

Match Saving Emergency Leather
Another example of why I keep writing stuff

about Bob is he keeps doing things like this. Lead
Ringer’s (SASS #87957) truck was broken into at a
hotel at END of TRAIL and he and Miss Behavin’

The prototype Plainsman cartridge slide—
this one is for a 2-1/2" belt. It will be available sized 
for the shot shell belt as well. This one holds twelve 

.38-55 rounds. I can grab and control five rounds at once 
because they don’t bind. The .38-55 loops will fit 
.38 Special too. It is also available in .45-70. 

Yes, the slide is on the right side, for a left-handed shooter.

(SASS #88511) showed up at the Mernickle Holsters
tent frantically in need of new leather gear RIGHT
NOW. Bob provided them with new rigs at no charge
and promised them HP rigs to replace them later in the
year. Lead Ringer won Wrangler and finished seventh
overall—with the new off-the-shelf leather.

Mernickle Custom Holsters, 1875 View Court,
Fernley, Nevada, USA 89408, Phone TOLL FREE: 1-
800-497-3166, Email: sales@mernickleholsters.com

The new cartridge slide is on top. Because of the flexibility of the canvas, 
the slide is simpler, easier to make. The old one required a seam at top 
to prevent rolling of the leather and a strip below the rounds to keep 
the rounds from getting too deep in the loops. With the new one, if you 

can grab the rim and the round comes out easily.

Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . .
(Continued from previous page)

Mernickle Holsters’ CNC knife cutting computerized machine that cuts the leather, 
punches the holes, makes the slots and even draws in stitch lines.

(Continued on page 42)

mailto:sales@mernickleholsters.com
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Front sight on target, shoot. 
(Yes, I have too much finger in the trigger 

in this photo. This was a test to see if 
you caught it.) The weak hand is out of the way.
There is no need to put it down to your side, etc. 

If it’s close to your revolver when you 
finish shooting, it doesn’t have to move far 
to reverse the sequence and re-holster.

Strong hand has firm grip. Since this is du-
elist, the weak hand moves out of the way.

View from the other side. Now strong hand thumb cocks pistol.

View of the weak hand grip. Transferring.

Drawing the weak hand revolver—
acquire a grip with thumb over 
the top strap, middle, ring, and 
little finger on the trigger guard.

Weak side grip, index finger 
extended.

All fingers are gripping, and won’t
interfere with the strong hand.

DRAWING WEAK hAND REVOLVER AND TRANSFERRING TO ShOOTING hAND
Yes, I’m left handed. Deal with it. Since a photo from a previous “How-To” of mine wound up in an

ROI PowerPoint Presentation as a bad example, no guarantees that I didn’t do something wrong.

DISPATCHES FROM
CAMPBAYLOR. ,

9

87

654

3

21
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For a lot of us, if we pull the trigger and the gun goes
bang that is all we think we need to know about fir-

ing pins. Almost every Cowboy Action Shooter™
wants their rifle’s action to be smooth, light and reli-
able. The firing pin mechanism has a direct impact on
how well your rifle’s action works and how well it can
be tuned for performance. J & J Gunsmithing has come

up with an idea that
is completely dif-
ferent from how
most of us view the
workings of the fir-
ing pin and which
will allow a state of
tune that is truly re-

markable. Before discussing the new J & J firing pin
system, let us discuss how the firing pins in original
Winchester 73s and the Uberti 73 reproductions work.
(The new Winchester 73’s firing pin is basically the
same as that used in the older Ubertis, i.e., the firing
pin extension is retained in the bolt by a small pin.)

Photo 1 shows an original Winchester 73 with the
side plate removed. It looks pretty much like an

Uberti until you remove
the left side link (Photo
2). On the bolt link pin (on
the left side of Photo 2)
there is a plate held in by
the link pin. This plate
serves to retain the firing
pin. On original Winches-
ters the firing pin and firing pin extension are one
piece. On early Ubertis, the firing pin extension is
held in by small pin. Later models use a flat plate

similar to that
shown in Photo 2.
However, on origi-
nal Winchesters, in
addition to the plate
retaining the firing
pin in the gun, it
also serves a second

function. It is
also a firing pin
retractor. Photo
3 shows the left
link reinstalled
and the right
link removed.
The left link has
a pin in it (a
metal pointer is
pointing at the
pin). As the rifle
is levered the
pin pushes on
the plate, which
swivels around
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the link pin and manually retracts
the firing pin.

Photo 4 shows an original
Winchester firing pin on the top
and an Uberti firing pin and firing

pin extension on the bottom. On
the Winchester, the firing pin re-
tractor moves the firing pin to the
rear. On the Uberti, the firing pin
and firing pin extension are
pushed rearward (retracted) by a
coil spring. The original and
Uberti both work well with stock
(HEAVY) mainsprings. But when
an action job is done problems
start to materialize, especially if
the action job is associated with a
short stroke. In order to reduce
levering effort, mainspring ten-
sion has to be reduced. When this
tension is reduced firing pin prob-
lems (misfires) start becoming
common. One of the first prob-
lems encountered is the Uberti
firing pin tip is broad and blunt
and tends to spread the impact of
the firing pin tip on the primer
surface. One of the things typi-
cally done in an action job is to

make the tip of the firing pin
more cone-shaped, so the impact
is more concentrated (Photo 5).

Dimensions vary but on most
Ubertis, the firing pin is, at least
partially, inertia operated. When
the hammer is fully down and in
contact with the firing pin exten-
sion the tip of the firing pin is
below the face of the bolt or is
only sticking out past the bolt face
a few thousands of an inch. Thus,
when the hammer strikes the fir-
ing pin extension and the exten-
sion in turn strikes the firing pin,
the firing pin has to travel forward
by inertia to solidly impact the
primer. Many smiths use a custom
longer firing pin and hand fit it for
length to ensure that when the
hammer strikes the firing pin ex-
tension the firing pin directly im-

pacts the primer. (In other words,
they try to make the Uberti two-
piece firing pin emulate the one-
piece pin in an original
Winchester, Photo 6). The firing

pin spring is also replaced with
one that has less pressure so it can
travel forward more easily (Photo
6). Another trick used is to weld,
solder, or drill and tap a hole on
the front of the firing pin exten-
sion and install a stud and adjust
it so when the firing pin and ex-
tension are pushed to the rear by
the firing pin spring, the tip of the
firing pin is level with the front of
the bolt (Photo 7). Again this is
done to eliminate any reliance on

inertia and ensure a direct and
solid hit on the primer.

Even after getting the Uberti
firing pin properly fitted for
length, other problems can arise.
The bolt head on a 73 is sticking
out in the air totally unsupported
for more than one and one-half
inches. Because of the Uberti
two-piece firing pin design, this
can leave a lot of slop and flex in
the bolt and firing pin extension
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assembly. The problem can
be even more acute on the
.357 (and .32-20) models.
On the big bores the bolt
head fits the receiver fairly
closely. However, Uberti
uses only one size receiver
(and one size mag tube) for
its large and small bores.
On the .357 bolts, there is a
lot of clearance around the
bolt head (Photo 8). On the
big bores, the larger diam-
eter of the bolt head fills
this space. The .357 bolts are only touching a small
area of the receiver and on the bottom of the bolt
(Photos 9 and 10). If there is wear in the receiver,
wear on the bottom tab of the bolt, and/or a sloppy
fit of the firing pin extension in the bolt body, this
can increase friction on the firing pin or put the firing

pin into a bind.
This can be checked

fairly easily. With the bolt
closed and fully in battery
push the firing pin extension
in (Photo 11). If everything
is working properly, the fir-
ing pin extension should
push in under spring pres-
sure and move in and out
freely. Sometimes, because
of flex in the bolt/firing pin
extension, it will take an
empty deprimed case in the
chamber to test firing pin
function (Photo 12). The
fired case will help keep the
bolt head from sagging
downwards and causing the
firing pin extension to bind.
If the firing pin extension is
dragging or stays depressed
when pressure is released,
adjustments should be made
to eliminate the friction.
Again, with a stock HEAVY
spring, these problems are
masked. In a competition
gun, every bit of friction can
be felt. This is where the J &
J Gunsmithing firing pin
comes into play.

Now that we are all experts in the hows and
whys of 73 firing pin function let us take down a 73
rifle and fit the new J & J firing pin. Remove the
upper and lower tang screws (Photos 13 and 14).
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Pull the stock off (Photo 15). Remove the screw
holding on the dust cover (Photo 16). Slide the dust
cover back and remove the cover tab (Photos 17
and 18). The dust cover has a ball bearing and

spring under it to create friction. You can pull the
dust cover back just far enough so the ball is not
uncovered and leave the dust cover on the gun as
shown in the photos or pull the dust cover all the
way back and remove it and the ball and spring
from the receiver. On some 73s, the ball is larger
than the hole in the dust cover and will stay in the
receiver until the dust cover is removed. On others
the ball will come shooting out of the hole so cover
it with your thumb and make sure you do not
launch the ball and spring to parts unknown!

Next, remove the side plate screw and the side

plates (Photo 19). Remove the links (Photo 20). Re-
move the screws from the bottom of the receiver and

The J&J Gunsmithing • Uberti 73 One Piece Firing Pin . . .
(Continued from previous page)
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remove the trigger group/lower tang (Photos 24, 25
and 26). The lower tang is often tight and it is
sometimes easier to squeeze the lower tang upward
as shown in Photo 25, put a piece of wood dowel
or brass between the gap at the front of the lower
tang and receiver and then pull the rear of the lower
tang downwards. The bottom edges of the receiver
can be very sharp so be careful to not cut yourself.
Now we are finally down to the object of our ef-
forts—the bolt and firing pin.

There are two methods for retaining the firing
pin extension. Photo 27 shows an older model
Uberti with the firing pin extension held in by a
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(Continued on next page)

remove the lifter arm and lever springs (Photo 21).
Remove the lever screw and pull out the lever, lifter
arm and carrier (Photos 22 and 23). Finally, remove
the two screws from the lower part of the receiver and
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pin. Remove the pin by pushing it out with a punch
(Photo 28). The second method, which is found on
the newer model Ubertis, is for the extension to be
held in with a flat plate (Photo 29). To remove the
plate drive out the link pin in the bolt and pull the
plate downwards (Photo 30). (For the sharp-eyed
there is an extra hole in this bolt. That is because

some of the photos were shot out of sequence.)
With either method, once the pin or plate is re-
moved pull the extension out of the bolt and re-
move the firing pin and spring (Photo 31). After
the extension is removed, pull the bolt to the rear
and let the rear drop down into the receiver and re-
move the bolt (Photo 32). (In Photos 31 and 32,
the dust cover is still on the rifle. As previously
noted, make sure the tab shown in Photos 16, 17
and 18 is removed or the bolt will not come out of
the receiver.) Once the bolt is out of the receiver

(Photo 33), mail it to J & J Gunsmithing. The new fir-
ing pin is not a “kit,” as one very precisely drilled hole
has to be made in the bolt and a new firing pin exten-
sion fitted to the bolt. However, once the parts are re-
ceived back from J & J they are user installable.

In a few days your bolt will return with a new fir-
ing pin extension installed, a nut, a firing pin exten-
sion removal/installation tool, and a new mainspring
(Photo 34). The mainspring is an optional extra. Upon
examining the new bolt set-up, something becomes
obvious and requires a little change in conventional
thinking. The firing pin is sticking out of the bolt face
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sion (Photo 37). When the hammer falls, the firing
pin is struck directly by the hammer.

To see what is inside and to allow the bolt and
firing pin extension to be installed in the rifle re-
quires for it to be disassembled. There is a roll pin
in the bolt. In order to remove it, a proper sized
punch has to be used to drive out the pin. Ideally, a
roll pin punch will be used. A roll pin punch has a
small bump in the middle of the punch face that fits
inside the hole in the middle of the roll pin and
keeps everything aligned (top punch in Photo 38).
A standard punch can be used, just make sure the
punch is large enough so it doesn’t get hammered
into the hole in the center of the roll pin but small
enough that it will go through the bolt. Make sure
you don’t lose that roll pin because you will need it
to reinstall the firing pin extension.
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(Continued on next page)

(Photo 35), and there is a small rod in the bottom
of the firing pin extension (Photo 36). Is it broken?
Nope, it is an entirely new concept in 73 firing pins.
Instead of the firing pin spring pushing the firing pin
to the rear it pushes it to the front! When a round is
chambered the primer pushes the firing pin into the
bolt. Thus, no matter how deep or shallow the
primer is set in the case, the firing pin always has a
zero clearance between it and the primer. When a
round pushes the new one-piece firing pin into the
bolt the opposite end then sticks out past the exten-

The J&J Gunsmithing • Uberti 73 One Piece Firing Pin . . .
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original Winchester 73 firing pin on the top, the new
J & J firing pin in the middle and the Uberti firing pin
and extension on the bottom. The J & J firing pin is
one piece, but has far less mass than the original or
the Uberti firing pin and extension. On the Uberti, the
firing pin extension is a moving piece and this effec-
tively makes it almost the same mass as the original
one-piece Winchester firing pin. On the J & J system,
the firing pin extension is pinned to the bolt and does
not move. Only the lightweight firing pin moves.

Install the bolt into the receiver (Photo 41). Insert
the firing pin into the extension and install it into the

receiver and into the
bolt (Photos 42 and
43). Hold the bolt with
your fingers and twist
the extension until the
groove in the extension
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(Continued on page 52)

Photo 39 shows the modified bolt, the new J &
J firing pin just below the bolt and the J & J firing
pin extension at the bottom. Photo 40 shows an

The J&J Gunsmithing •
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gauge to set the roll pin to the proper depth in the
bolt. (The roll pin has to be centered in the bolt so
that the links don’t drag on it, Photos 47, 48 and
49.) Once the pin is installed, we now have basi-
cally a one-piece bolt and extension and there is no
slop or flex between the two parts. This helps pre-
vent bolt sag and will partially compensate for
some wear in the receiver or on the bolt head, as
the new one-piece bolt/extension does not flex as
it moves back and forth in the receiver. The rigid
bolt and firing pin extension also prevents the fir-
ing pin from dragging or binding and helps to
greatly reduce friction. One of the benefits of the
one-piece lightweight firing pin is it reduces the
potential for an out-of-battery discharge because of
its low mass. Another benefit is the mainspring
pressure needed to reliably set off primers can be
significantly reduced.

Levering effort is a combination of a bunch of
things, but one of the major contributors to how
much effort it takes to lever the rifle is the main-
spring. When doing an action job, one of the things
that gets done is reducing mainspring pressure.
This is even more important if a short stroke kit is
being installed. The shorter the stroke, the less me-
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(Continued on next page)

lines up with the hole in the bolt (Photos 44 and 45).
Next, take the roll pin and put it on the front of the
installation tool (Photo 46). The installation tool does
two things. First, it holds the roll pin to make it easier
to install the short pin into the bolt and it is a depth
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spring retention screw until it is snug then install the
nut and tighten it up with a nut driver (Photo 52). The
trigger group/lower tang is now ready to reinstall.

I did notice one thing that needs to be checked.
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chanical advantage there is and the more effort it
takes to move the parts. In order to get the maxi-
mum benefit from the new firing pin, J & J has de-
signed a matching mainspring that is light! It is also
very thin (Photo 50). It is so thin that when in-
stalled there is only a little over one full thread in
the spring for the retaining screw to grip (Photo
51). The material is very hard and will hold as long
as the installer doesn’t get too ambitious when
tightening the screw and twist out the threads. To
make sure that doesn’t happen, a nut is provided to
install on top of the spring. Just turn in the main-

(Continued on page 54)
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Photo 53 shows the trigger spring on the right and
the lever safety on the left. The new mainspring is
very thin and has a lot of flex (Photo 54). On my
rifle, when the hammer was cocked the spring dipped
down into the trigger group (Photo 55) and the safety
bumped into the mainspring when the lever was
closed. If you look at Photo 55 carefully, the pin that
holds the safety in place is removed (and the safety
bar and spring removed) to check if the mainspring
was also touching the trigger spring. A little tweaking
of the mainspring to clear the lever safety and every-

thing was reinstalled into the rifle.
So how does it work? Wonderfully!!! The lev-

ering effort is reduced while still maintaining reli-
able primer ignition. With the hammer down,
everything looks as usual (Photo 56). When the
hammer is cocked and there is no round in the
chamber, the firing pin extension looks like a nor-
mal Uberti (Photo 57). Since the firing pin is inside
the extension and not exposed when the gun is
empty, the gun can be dry fired without worrying
about damaging the firing pin. When a round is in
the chamber the firing pin is exposed and the ham-
mer can set off the round (Photo 58). It does take
some rethinking to get used to the idea that the fir-
ing pin is pushed backward by the primer when the
bolt is closed. The first thought is, what happens if
the firing pin sticks in the forward position? The fir-
ing pin in a stock Uberti can stick forward because
of dirt, a broken return spring, or a variety of other
reasons. There is far less friction and drag on the J
& J firing pin and after having fired several thou-
sand rounds through my rifle, the pin is still as
smooth and free moving as when I installed it.

The pin is made by J & J Gunsmithing jjgun
smithing@gmail.com. The phone number is 408-
618-4577. Give Roy’s Creek Dan (AKA Jere Ko-
rthanke) a call to get the latest pricing and turn
around time on this remarkable new product.

The J&J Gunsmithing •
Uberti 73 One Piece Firing Pin . . .
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Standifer was holding Mullins’
cattle. Standifer stopped him.
McMahon produced a bullwhip
and began whipping Stan-
difer. Both were mounted
and Little Bill rode away.
Days later, Standifer
tracked McMahon to a cat-
tle camp and killed him.

History

Little Bill” Standifer was born in Burnet
Coun ty and raised in Lampasas County,

Texas. At the age of 14, while working as a cow-
boy, he came across four men rustling cattle and
was pistol whipped by the men and badly hurt. He
tracked down all four men and killed them one by
one. He was tried and acquitted. In 1879, Little
Bill was working as a cowboy on the Mullins
Ranch when John McMahon, from another ranch,
tried to drive his cattle across a pasture where

By Joe Fasthorse, SASS #48769
Joe Fasthorse, 
SASS #48769

–Way OutWest –

“
(Continued on next page)

LITTLE KNOWN 
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Little Bill fled to Marfa, Texas where he shot three
soldiers before fleeing. In early 1880, Standifer was
working as a Range Detective and is known to have
shot and killed several cattle rustlers. He was elected
Sheriff for Crosby County in 1888. In 1891, he and
Deputy Charlie Quillen pursued three thieves and cap-
tured them in New Mexico. On their return to Texas
the outlaws attempted to escape. Quillen was shot but
was able to overpower the prisoner. Another outlaw
seized a shotgun but when it misfired, Standifer beat
the desperado into submission. Quillen survived and
the two were able to take their prisoners back to Texas.

In 1893 Little Bill began working again as a Range
Detective and quickly gained a reputation for being an
excellent tracker. While tracking rustlers in Clairemont,
a rough town in which the brother to Wes Hardin had been
killed, Standifer located a rustler named Bob Kiggins. In
the gunfight that followed Standifer killed Kiggins.

Standifer first met the pistolman John “Pink” Hig-
gins (The Cowboy Chronicle, February 2015) when they
both worked as Range Detectives for the Spur Ranch.
An animosity between Little Bill and Pink developed
and both men were fired. However, the animosity con-
tinued. In 1900, Standifer was elected Sheriff of Hartley
County. On a morning in 1903, Standifer rode out to
the Higgins ranch. Higgins rode out to meet him. Little
Bill fired first, hitting Pink’s horse. Higgins’ initial shot
was wide, but in the shooting exchange that followed,
he shot and killed Standifer. Higgins’ horse also died.
When Higgins told the Sheriff he believed he had killed
Standifer, the Sheriff stated, “Well if you’re not sure,
you’d better go and finish the job.” Higgins was never
arrested or tried. He buried Standifer on the Higgins
property and named the site “Standifer’s Thicket.”

Little Known Famous People ...
(Continued from previous page)
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Straight Shot

w

The Blessings and Imaginings of Childhood

STRAIGHT SHOT

By Jesse Wolf Hardin

!

Jesse Wolf Hardin

Kids and guns have gone to-
gether since the creation of

the first matchlocks centuries
ago. That is, until mass shoot-
ings by disgruntled students at
Columbine and elsewhere.
Never mind that most gun re-
lated injuries are accidents, and
that a child is much more likely
to cause an accident if they are
untrained and unfamiliar with
the workings of firearms. Now
the emphasis in this country is
on keeping children and firearms
“safely apart,” and I think you’d
agree that there are not near
enough youngsters and teens
joining us “old coots” in the
shooting sports. And yet, as re-
cently as the World War II years,
it was commonly recognized that
the young were made more re-
sponsible by gun ownership and

practiced marksmanship, and a
culture of responsible gun own-
ership not only contributed to
personal safety but acted as a
guarantor of freedom and as a
bulwark against the excesses of
a potentially unjust government.

Going back to an era we
dearly love, we find a frontier
West where guns were consid-
ered essential for hunting as well
as protection, with a relatively
small percentage ever fired in
anger. And most folks who grew
up there in those wooly days—
from farmers to bandits to law-
men—enjoyed guns and
shooting from the time they were
very young. Before Bill Hickok
earned his reputation as “Wild,”
he was a gun-loving, hook-
lipped tyke whose buddies liked

(Continued on next page)

This vintage Stevens magazine 
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to tease and call “Duck-
bill.” There was a time
when a young Jesse James
had to lean the family’s
heavy, muzzle-loading
smoke pole on tree limbs
if he hoped to get a grouse
’fore dark. A time when
“Little Miss Sure-Shot”
Annie Oakley was still
known as Phoebe, and
was still little… and when
Billy really was a kid! 

Name any one of the
frontier’s leading histori-

cal characters and more likely than not they de-
veloped their quick reactions and unerring aim
long before growing their first beard or downing
their first stomach-churning drink. Their motor
skills and heightened instincts were initially
honed not in the process of staving off outlaw
bands or Indian attacks, but in the course of hunt-
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ing for a protein meal. Small ranchers could sel-
dom afford the luxury of butchering their own
stock, and tree squirrels, rabbits and birds were
far more plentiful around settlements than large
mammals like deer. It thus became the responsi-
bility of a homesteader’s children to provide
most of the meat that made it into the family
pot… and they usually liked their job a lot. Girls
vied with boys in trying to “knock the eyes out”
of toothy javelina and ground-squirrel “picket-
pins”—an expression meaning to make the kind
of clean head shot that would spare the animal a
lot of pain and keep young Johnny from spoiling
half the meat.

Kids would use their dogs to chase a fuzz-tail
around to their side of the tree, to flush quail
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from the thickets, and run jacks through a clear-
ing where they could be seen. Those without this
kind of four-legged advantage would wait pa-
tiently above a water hole or well-worn route…
or walk the ridges and fence lines, ready for a
snap shot on whatever popped out. They’d get
home well after dark, a bounty of food tucked
into their “possibles” bags or hanging from their
belts. The smile on their faces came not from the
taking of life, but from the glow of pride—proud
to have done their part to provide.

Often the only arm dad had for them to use
was an old musket, longer—and nearly as
heavy—as the kid carrying it. And because of the
prohibitive cost of black powder, as well as center
fired “cah-tridges,” there were practical reasons
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for the parental admonition: “one shot, one kill.”
Snaking through sagebrush or peeking from be-
hind Ponderosa pines, a fellow might imagine
himself saving innocent ladies from harm, re-
pelling bad-guy ambushes or recapturing a fallen
flag. And a little girl so dispensed might picture
herself one day performing trick shots in front of
a worldwide audience!

Kids shot whatever was available and most
affordable, but from around the time of the Civil
War until today the proverbial gun of youth has
been the rimfire .22. While less than ideal for
personal defense, the Lilliputian cartridge
quickly proved itself as a cheap, accurate and
quiet harvester of ubiquitous small game. And the
rifles that chambered it were often scaled down
with shorter stocks just right for the arm span of
a lucky girl or boy. Many is the youngster who
has stood in front of a hardware store window,
fantasizing what it would be like to hold a certain
model in their hands for all to see… one guaran-
teed to be “made just for me.”

With the advent of periodicals like Forest &
Stream and Outdoor Life, pictorial ads started
appearing that were targeted at kids. Promotions
for the .22s of the day appealed not to any prac-
tical duties, but rather to more primitive in-
stincts. They promised that a two-hour foray into
the oaks in the back wood lot could be as excit-
ing as any safari into darkest Africa, the promise
of a freer world where a man’s life lay to a large
degree in his own hands. The heroic illustrations
harkened back not only to the idyllic game fields
of the past, but to the never-never land of castles,
damsels and dragons… of danger and the good
fight, determination and delight.

Subsequent generations have proven little more
immune. As a tot, I listened to the good-natured ad-
vice of Roy Rogers and Hopalong Cassidy on a
small black and white picture tube; usually with a
silly blue felt cowboy hat on my head. Radio and
TV Westerns often began with the narrator an-
nouncing, “Welcome to those thrilling days of yes-
teryear!” Yesteryear, for us, was not only a moment
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lost in time, but an actual place we could saddle up
and ride to, a magic place where the cost of admis-
sion was an old .22, a couple boxes of ammo, and
an indomitable spark in the eye! Ours was always
the gun that won the West, although at the age of
eight or nine we had little concept of what was con-
sequently lost.

The rifle originally earning that fateful title was
the Winchester 1873, coincidentally the first
American made .22 caliber repeating rifle. Only
about 20,000 were ordered in this chambering be-
tween its introduction in 1884 and the last one to
come off the Winchester line in 1904. This was in
part because they were as expensive as the same
arm in the esteemed .44 Winchester Center-Fire
(.44-40), and weighed even more. This pre-emi-
nent New Haven company also marketed modest
numbers of the Browning designed Model 1885
single-shot falling-block rifle in .22. Related as it
was to period target arms, and reminiscent of the
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Ballard and Remington
buffalo guns, it made a
heart-thumping gift for
any fortunate child. One
coveted variation was the
takedown version in .22
Long or Short, and the
most common was the

military-styled Winder,
issued for marksman-
ship classes and com-
petitive matches by
shooting clubs and pre-
Columbine schools.
Remington sold some
of its classic Model 4
rolling-blocks in .22
Long Rifle, and
Stevens offered their
own drop lever single-
shot, including the ap-
propriately named
“Marksman” and the
self-serving “Favorite.”

Beginning in 1884,
Colt manufacturing
company had consider-
ably more success with
the slide (or pump) ac-
tion rifle they called
the Lightning. Win-
chester responded with
the release of an im-
proved design, again
from John Browning’s
workbench: the trim
and racy Model 1890.
With its exposed ham-
mer one could readily
ascertain if it was

cocked or safe, and it
featured a large maga-
zine. It sold 850,000
units and was fol-
lowed by other trom-
bone variants,
including the models
1906, ‘61 and ‘62, in
competition with arms
like Remington’s
Model 12.

Fast follow up
shots became practi-
cable, thanks to the
sizable tubular maga-
zines and the reduced
price of the tiny fac-
tory-rolled rounds.
With single-shot arms,
one likely only fired
when the game was
close and lying per-
fectly still, but with
the advent of .22 re-
peaters, running shots
started seeming like a
chance worth taking.

The first lever-ac-
tion rifle scaled down
for the .22 cartridge
was a svelte takedown
model with buckhorn
sights and a sexy octa-
gon barrel designed by
an engineer named
Hepburn for Marlin in
1891, and perfected as
the Model 1897. By
the time self-loading,
gas-operated rifles ap-
peared in 1903, histo-
rians like Frederick
Turner had already
penned their sad obitu-
aries for the American
frontier, and the once
Wild West had admit-

tedly been largely al-
tered, impacted, and
tamed.

Tame, it should be
noted, is a quality that
darn few kids care to
either encourage or
emulate. Tameness is a
grievous dilution of
original nature,
whether we’re talking
about our authentic
inner natures or the
larger natural world
we’re a part of. This
process of taming is
the same for us as for
the animals we domes-
ticate. In both cases it
involves capture (con-
trolled movement, re-
stricted options,)
pacification (winning
cooperation by provid-
ing or withholding
food or favors), the
limiting of risk, the re-
pression of instincts,
and the suppression of
needs. The result of
our personal domesti-
cation—like the tam-
ing of the land—is a
reduction in presence,
authenticity and
wholeness… and in
intensity, awareness,
sensitivity and re-
sponse.

To a child, the par-
allels are likely to
seem both obvious and
odious. Tame is a stal-
lion gelded and bri-
dled, a land robbed of
excitement and risk,
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earth girdled with fences and roads, a little girl
forced to wear restrictive hoop skirts at a picnic, a
boy suffering too-tight brogans and Sunday go-to-
meetin’ tie. On the other hand, wild is the force
that breaks out of the best laid corrals at the first
peal of mountain thunder, insistent seeds sprouting
beneath pavement and pushing up through the
cracks towards the sun. Wild is the boy staring out
the window from a line of school chairs, anxious
to get outside and kick off his shoes. And wild is
the girl who can’t wait to get out of sight of her
parents in order to chuck her wired skirt and take
a dip in the creek, or get her bloomers good and
dirty while playing in the grass on her knees.

The gift of a .22 has long been a way for a par-
ent to show they could relate to and support this
intrinsic wildness, while investing their offspring
with the weight of responsibility. Cleverly
wrapped inside the back pages of a Harper’s
Weekly, or dressed up with a rare red ribbon tied
in a bow about its stock, it was a way of telling
them they could be trusted with a tool that could
both cause death and sustain life. It was thus a way
of acknowledging their ability to be careful, as
well as to make appropriate moral choices. The bi-
cycle gun with a child’s name roughly scratched
onto its receiver was not only a rifle unsheathed,
but also a magic wand that empowered the young

warrior princess, or a sword with which each
worthy knight was bequeathed. Now, more than
ever, we need to do what we can to encourage
and equip a new generation with the tools of
self-sufficiency and liberty.

Picking up one of the old guns in this mod-
ern age is like a ticket to the past, and firing an
old .22 has the power to transport us back to the
innocence, enthusiasm and delight of our youth.
Gazing over the flat top of an octagon barrel,
we sight in on not only the squirrel up in the
crotch of the tree, but on a simpler way of liv-
ing, a more aware and feeling way to be. For
the youngster, a .22 is often a symbol of grow-
ing up: tasks to accomplish, deeds to do, strug-
gles to overcome. And for the adult, a chance
to feel young once again!

Jesse Wolf Hardin is a wilderness-dwelling writer,
artist, arms collector, co-editor of Plant Healer Mag-
azine for students of herbal medicine (see:
www.PlantHealer.org), and author of dozens of books.
Portions of this essay are excerpted from the full-
color book Old Guns & Whispering Ghosts: Firearms
of the Old West & Those Who Used Them, 1866-1916.
He most recently released the conversation-stirring
Lawmen of The Old West Unmasked. Bothbooks are
available through www.OldWestScribe.com. Hardin’s
work has garnered the respect of characters like John
Taffin, Boge Quinn, Jim Supica, Doug Turnbull, Ned
Schwing, Dennis Adler and Bob Boze Bell, while ver-
ily confounding the thin-skinned and politically cor-
rect. You can send indignant comments or letters of
cheer directly to Wolf at: Scribe@OldWestScribe.com

The Straight Shot • .22 Dreams (The Blessings and Imaginings of Childhood)
(Continued from previous page)
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TSRA Cowboy Action Director 
Texas Ghost (SASS #50125) addresses the membership.
Besides the shooting, this event is also a membership 
meeting and fund raiser for TSRA legislative efforts.

W e came out of a wet spring expecting the
usual dry, hot summer. It was hot, but we
still got rain at every event we attended.

Luckily, we did not lose any time shooting and we
had time to enjoy ourselves off the shooting line too.
So this article will highlight the extra curricular ac-
tivities and eye-candy moments of the summer. Man,
has this year flown by!

THE VIEW FROM OUR LENS
A Coast-to-Coast Summer . . . Nearly

By Artie Fly, SASS #25397, and Sexie Sadie, SASS #25398

Diamond Kate with a pair of new Pietta Model P’s
gifted her by the manufacturer. 

Think she likes them?

We began our first summer trip at the Texas State
Rifle Association (TSRA) Cowboy Action Shoot-
ing™ Championship held in Oakwood, Texas. This
annual event moves around Texas, and provides
TRSA a platform from which to recruit and educate
members and to update current legislative efforts re-
garding gun laws. This year’s big announcements
concerned Open Carry and Campus Carry, both of
which passed during this session. Having been
around a while we know most of the attendees, and
we were pleased to see one of my favorite photo-
graphic subjects, Diamond Kate (SASS #95104). No
surprise that she was the Junior Girl winner.�
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F rom Oakwood, we continued on to Sal-
isbury, North Carolina for their SASS
State Championship. At the uprising

at Swearing Creek, we met up with the most
lovely and intelligent Circle City Blondie
(SASS #71563), a beautiful young lady we
have known for years but had not seen in a
while. She was in her mid-teens when we first
met her, her father Twelve Mile Bluff (SASS
#71561), and her mother yukon Gal (SASS
#71562). Blondie has now finished college,
married Marshal Vail (SASS #4147), still
shoots Cowboy Action, and is building cus-
tom 1911s. What’s not to love?

To crown the event, the Banquet Commit-
tee, led by Penelope Petticoat (SASS #45702),
put a lot of effort into decorating for the din-
ner and you should check out their web site
http: / /www.sassncmatch.org/banquet-
2015.html to see the people and décor. Sun-
day morning the awards were presented and
we captured the entire 2015 class of North
Carolina Champions.

Blondie indulges Artie’s photographer’s privilege 
of posing with beautiful girls. But wait—

is that Marshal Vail in the trees?

Swearing
Creek is held
in a section 
of the 
Rowan County
Wildlife 
Association, a
well-developed
recreation area 
in Salisbury. 
The tall trees 
enhancing the
background
also shelter the 
range from the
outside world.

�

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FAiwmbicZKY
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On to Kansas for Prince of the Pistoleers, the SASS Kansas
State Championship. Here we found The Alamo Kid (SASS
#8100) on tour and clowning around both on the range and

at the banquet. Leave it to Alamo to lighten the mood at whatever
match he attends. New friends Raven Remington (SASS #102727)
and Thunder Hawk (SASS #102101) brought some refreshing en-
thusiasm and an appreciation for the Cowboy and Victorian era.
We hope to see them often on the road. Incidentally, should you
find yourself near Kansas City, take the time to visit the National
World War I Museum and Memorial, especially poignant now dur-
ing the centenary of the 1914-1918 conflict. Lest we forget, the
loss of life in that conflict boggles the mind. We spent a couple of
days visiting during our down time between shoots.

You can tell The Alamo Kid 
is a popular shooter on the circuit.

This Cabinet card for Raven Remington 
and Thunder Hawk has them looking 
very “period” in clothes and pose.

�

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nwyj3Kd8R8A
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After some down time back at the ranch, Sadie and I headed out to Guns
of August (GOA), the SASS Mid-East Regional Championship. This
event is held at the Middletown Sportsman’s Club in Ohio, a very nice

facility with showers available. This is a real bonus when you tent camp like
we do. SASS Regulator Deadwood Stan (SASS #7275) continues to be the
driving force behind this match, which is in its eighteenth year. Hall of Famer
Lassiter (SASS #2080) is the Range Master, and he also shared those duties
at this year’s END of TRAIL. Vendor row was a bit light this year, but we still
met up with road buddies from east of the Mississippi. Sadly, smaller vendor
rows are more common now as we age or just wear out. GOA has always pro-
vided great entertainment at the Saturday night banquet, and this year we were
again regaled by Frederick Jackson Turner (SASS #28271), who also helped
MC the evening.

The GOA Memorial Choir assists Frederick Jackson Turner with his great tune, “It’s Cold.”

Deadwood Stan addresses 
the crowd at 

Guns of August 
opening ceremonies 

while Lassiter stands by.

Kelly Laster (center) 
along with long-time vendors 

Dutch Henry Brown, 
Ranger, and Brenda (left),

join Sadie, Lola Montez, and
Artie (right) at this year’s GOA.

�

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HoIGgWs5ttk
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Continuing west to Founder’s Ranch and END of TRAIL,
we arrived at the ranch a couple of days early. The first
person we saw was SASS CEO Misty Moonshine (SASS

#83232). Misty was working with a crew, lifting heavy hay bales
in the parking area. Throughout END of TRAIL, she was in mo-
tion, attending to this and that. I am sure activities at END of
TRAIL are covered elsewhere in this issue, so we will show our
own highlights, starting with a family portrait we set up for Es-
tancia Kid (SASS #84589) and his family (James Colt, SASS
#86525; Sunshine Belle, SASS #91375; Jay Malachi, SASS
#95510; Mick E. Mouse, SASS #102481; and Sixth Shot Grider,
SASS #102743), using some of the great background available
on the ranch. I call it my “Guns, God and Religion” vision.

We ran into Billy Boots (SASS #20282) and his recent bride
Sassy Boots. (SASS #82600) A longtime friend we met back in
the 1990s, we sort of lost track of Billy for a little while and it
was good to see him out there enjoying himself again. Sassy
Boots is a real darling lady.

Ever shoot with an especially sooty
black powder shooter? One posse
wanted to make their experience more
memorable for Big Iron (SASS #914)—
the Soot Lord himself—so they am-
bushed him after his last stage.

A highlight of END of TRAIL for me

Photographing three generations at a time—
in this case Estancia Kid and his clan—

is very rewarding for a portrait photographer, 
and is more common in the SASS Community 

than non-shooters might think.

Part of the Soiled Doves and Parlor House Madams contest involves individual testimonies 
before the Judges. Here a contestant has her say while the other girls wait their turn.

Sexie Sadie rehearses 
her routine off stage 

in front of the 
Wall of SASS Champions.

(Continued on next page)
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is the Soiled Dove and Parlor
House Madam Contest. This con-
test was the brainchild of Shot-
glass (SASS #17153) and Texas
Jack Daniels (SASS #8587). First
appearing at the 2007 END of
TRAIL, it quickly became a crowd
favorite for Friday Night activi-
ties. First a panel of Judges is re-
cruited and there are always
volunteers for this onerous duty.
Seven young ladies took part in
the Soiled Dove portion, each one
with a different story to tell. Sexie
Sadie took a break from photo-
graphing and participated this year
in the Madam portion. However,
the most effervescent Texas
Flower (SASS 43753) provided
the most persuasive presentation
of the night. Following the judg-

ing, we gathered the winners be-
hind the SASS Mercantile for
their “Class” portraits. Unfortu-
nately, I could not have them for

myself, as a crowd gathered be-
hind me for a closer look at the
lovely ladies.

(Continued on page 72)

Artie and Sadie have donated their time and services 
to provide the ladies with memories of the contest.
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Everyone cooperated in 
ambushing Big Iron by 

donning their 
“black powder gas masks” 

after he finished his last stage.

We’ve known Billy Boots 
since the 1990s and hope 
to see him on the road 

more often now.

Shotglass and Texas Jack Daniels 
are generous supporters of 

various Cowboy Action Shooting™
activities, frequently donating 
their time and money in support 
of the SASS Scholarship Fund 
and several club annual matches

since the mid-1990s.

(Continued from page 71)
!
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Our last stop this summer was the Wolverine Rangers’ Range War in beautiful Port Huron, Michigan.
Just across the channel from Canada, this old Great Lakes shipping port is home to some beautiful
Victorian Painted Ladies you must see for yourself. Range War is really an international match and

they draw a good number of Canadians. They also draw a very nice group of women shooters and this year
we gathered them at the banquet for a group photo. The banquet here always
draws some exceptionally dressed ladies, indulging the favorite part of my
work—photographing beautiful women. We ended our evening by getting the
banquet hall staff together, a tradition we started several years ago. I figured
since we were all working that night, may as well give them a memento too.

With only a handful of events left, Sadie and I were feeling the wear and
tear of the year. However, the best is yet to come! As of this writing, the SASS
Convention is back in Nevada and just around the corner, but when you read
this, the Convention will be a part of history. Hope we saw you there.

At the end of a 
busy evening, the
banquet hall staff

takes a short break.

The 86 or so ladies here comprise about 40 percent of the total attendees at Range War.

Besides making this 
exquisite gown, 

Buslin’ Belle (SASS #91885) 
also won her shooting category—

Lady Duelist.

�
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General Store

Company Quartermaster 
Masonic Cowboy lapel pin 1 inch $7 
shipped. You can use Paypal at 
t.schultz5@roadrunner.com 
Or email me. 
Nickel City Dude 

Company Quartermaster
Masonic Cowboy lapel pin 1-inch $7
shipped. You can use Paypal at
t.schultz5@roadrunner.com
Or email me.
Nickel City Dude

roxy@sassnet.com

Roxy West . . .

!

http://www.gripmaker.com
http://www.slickbald.com
http://www.oldslapoutholsters.com
http://www.barleycornoutfitters.com
http://www.starpacker.com
http://www.regtqm.com
http://www.hamiltondrygoods.com
http://www.acmebullet.com
http://www.tedblockerholsters.com
http://www.buffaloswildwest.com
http://rimrockbullets.net
http://www.westerngunleather.com
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General Store

Phone: 717-628-5084
Fax: 717-628-5271

Bob Enck
barnmaster@comcast.net

17 East Main Ave
Myerstown, PA  17067
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Although retiring my column,
I’ve continued to watch tons of

political bullchips being dumped on
Americans everyday—same old
story. Any attempt to select just one
issue for this article would drive me
to the brink of insane indecision!
There are just too many targets to ad-
equately deal with in this short
space. Given that, I’ll engage a few
select targets with a few select shots.

• Currently, in the early stages of
a very crowded Presidential cam-
paign, we’re hearing the same tripe
from career politicians that we al-
ways hear: “I’m the one who has
been more successful than any of my
opponents. If you want to solve
America’s problems, elect me. I have
the only proven record of success.”
Etcetera etcetera etcetera. You know
the line all too well. My question is
this, if these folks who have been sit-
ting in the seats of pernicious politi-
cal power for years upon years were
as successful as they want you to be-
lieve, why are we in the mess we’re
in these days? After all, career politi-
cians were the ones who caused most
of our trouble and now they want
you to believe they’re the only ones
who can solve the problems they
themselves created? Does that make

any sense to you? As I’ve always
said, “Ignore what they say; watch
what they do.”

• Someone, please tell me what’s
wrong with my simple approach to
the illegal invaders storming over our
borders. I hear all the time that we
can’t deport 11-20 million illegals. I
also hear it’s heartless to break up
families and separate so called
“dreamers” from their relatives. Ex-
cuse me??? Their families would not
have been broken up had they re-
mained together as a family unit in
their native lands and applied to enter
the US legally. My approach will
help reunite them. Effective immedi-
ately, anyone illegally in this country
gets no, I say again, absolutely no so-
cial or financial benefits whatso-
ever… and that includes jobs of any
kind. Employers found to have hired
illegals will be heavily fined and re-
peat offenders will be jailed. How
long do you think it would take for
self-deportation to begin if the mag-
net that drew them here was re-
moved? As a result, whole families
would remain united… in their coun-
try of origin, not here.

• Over the years, America has
spent vast amounts of national treas-
ure in the form of blood, money and
military resources protecting foreign
borders worldwide. Tens of thou-
sands of my brothers in arms were
part of that force along the East Ger-
man, North Korean and Kuwaiti/Iraq
borders… and those are just three
examples in which I’ve been person-
ally involved—there are many more.

Those foreign borders were more
highly secured than our own. We
protected them while leaving our
own families exposed to horrendous
danger—that’s insanely suicidal! Let
me unveil an indisputable fact: the
hoards coming into this country
unchecked are not just people who
want to cut your grass; there are un-
told numbers coming here who want
to cut your throat… the Islamic State
for one! If we know that, our politi-
cal leaders know it too, yet our bor-
ders remain unsecured. Why?
Money and Power… as in cheap
labor and potential voters—liberal
voters! Our politicians have been
and remain more interested in retain-
ing their comfy seats of power and
influence in Washington than pro-
tecting you and your family, as they
have sworn a sacred oath to do. Let
me say that as a commander, had my
perimeter been as unsecured as they
have allowed our border to be and
people got killed as a result, I might
still be sitting in Leavenworth. What
happens to those responsible for this
tragedy? They get reelected to perky
positions of political power where
they exempt themselves from the
same laws they impose on us and af-
terwards they weasel their way into
lucrative lobbying jobs. A sweetheart
deal… at our expense!

• During Vietnam, the Army had
a fire control measure known as
“Free Fire Zones.” These were areas
where restrictions on engagement
were essentially lifted and you were
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free to fire at will on all suspect per-
sonnel in that designated area. Today,
anti-gun liberals have forced this
same concept on Americans in too
many places, but they call them “Gun
Free Zones”—areas that are, in truth,
free fire zones for thugs. Innocent de-
fenders are restricted by law in “No
Fire Zones” and tragically, we’ve
seen who wins those engagements.
Were I the commander in chief, I’d
immediately eliminate all gun free
zones and I’d never deny or restrict
private citizens their right of armed
self defense. I’d also permit military
personnel to openly carry a sidearm.
Secondly, I’d go to great lengths in
determining who was responsible for
establishing these gun free killing
zones and make them answer for the
deaths that resulted from Americans
being unarmed and unable to defend
themselves against known and
clearly demonstrated threats.

America needs no further proof
that those responsible for, and those
who advocate, such policies, espe-
cially the current commander in
chief, care nothing about the safety
and well being of innocent citizens
or our troops. The victims of terror-
ism in such free fire killing zones are
our own family members. How
much longer will we stand by and
allow those responsible for such de-
crees to go unchallenged, while
many of them remain well protected
behind armed guards 24/7?

• We all heard the establishment
GOP tell us, “We need the House so
we can control the purse strings and
stop this irresponsible spending…
elect us!” Voters responded, putting
the House in Republican hands.
What happened? All of a sudden
John Boehner says “we’re only one
half of one third of the government”
and can’t do anything. Spending

continued unabated and Obamacare
went on unimpeded.

Then they said they had to con-
trol the Senate as well as the House,
promising to repeal Obamacare and
secure the borders… “elect us!” The
voters responded giving them the
Senate and the House. What hap-
pened? Obamacare was fully funded,
spending continues unabated, fund-
ing was provided for Obama’s illegal
amnesty program, and the borders
are worse than ever. The GOP also
allowed the unelected EPA to con-
tinue running wild with their
unchecked rule-writing that essen-
tially impacts America the same as
law in terms of imposing penalties
for violations. What’s the GOP’s ex-
cuse now? “We can’t stop anything
because Democrats won’t cooperate
and Obama has a pen and a phone
with which he can veto everything!”
One excuse heaped upon another and
yet another, ad-infinitum!

In summary, establishment Re-
publicans have not only failed to
stop the Obama administration,
they’ve facilitated his agenda. In
other words, they’ve been actively
complicit in this “fundamental
transformation” of America! Now
we’ll hear they need the White
House on top of the Senate and the
House… “elect us!” But what hap-
pened when they did control all
three under George W. Bush?
Spending went on unabated, the
borders were never secured and
government continued to grow.

Now why is this, you ask? Is the
GOP just not up to the fight? Are they
really that disorganized, intimidated,
incompetent, and ineffective? After
decades of watching the political
scene, I say none of the above. The
unvarnished truth is, establishment
Republicans want the same thing as
Democrats—ever-expanding govern-
ment that controls increasingly more

of your life. The difference is, they
want to be in charge of all that unbri-
dled growth and limitless power in
place of the Democrats. Remember,
always follow the money and power
for the real answers as to why 99 per-
cent of politicians ever do anything.

• As for the so-called “main
stream media,” these people are not
merely biased, they’re radically
complicit in pushing a left wing
agenda. They see their job as paint-
ing the picture “progressive” politi-
cians draw in a constant attempt to
bamboozle the “unwashed masses.”
They’ll cover up, they’ll misrepre-
sent, they’ll distort or spike a news
story and constantly design and
slant “opinion polls” in order to
shape public opinion rather than
measure it. And when caught or
confronted, they’re never ashamed
about any of it. I pay less attention
to what the media says than I do
politicians… and for me, that’s re-
ally saying something!

• My final shot is targeted at
those who constantly castigate Amer-
ica for selfishly not doing enough for
this or that country or group of peo-
ple, be it domestic or international.
Fact: NO country in the history of
mankind or currently on Earth has
ever done more for its fellow man
that the heroic citizens of the United
States… period. Those who inces-
santly criticize are doing so certainly
not to sincerely improve, but to de-
structively tear down the greatest
country in history and I hold them in
total disgust. As for marvelous patri-
ots like those of you in our SASS®

family, I render a sincere salute of ad-
miration… always have, always will.
Soldier on my good friends!

Just the view from my foxhole…
Contact Colonel Dan: 

coloneldan@bellsouth.net
Colonel Dan’s Blog: 

http://coloneldan1776.com/
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